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Allegheny County District Attorney 
Refuses to Act to END ‘Illegal’ Pittsburgh 

Gun Ordinances 
 
In a letter to the Allegheny County District Attorney dated 

January 12, 2009, the Allegheny County Sportsmen’s League 
respectfully requested the intervention of this office against the 
individuals responsible in the city of Pittsburgh Council for the 
enactment of the “lost or stolen” gun control ordinance. 

Previously D/A Zappala had stated publicly in local 
newspapers that the actions of the city of Pittsburgh city council 
to enact this ordinance was clearly not legal. Yet when 
challenged by the ACSL to act and enforce Pennsylvania criminal 
law he refused saying that this area of law continues to be 
unsettled.  This is in direct defiance of the Ortiz decision from 
1996, the Home Rule Charter and a court order signed by the city 
of Pittsburgh specifically agreeing to abide by Pennsylvania law. 
 The District Attorney responded on January 20 with the above 
conclusions. 

It is the height of arrogance and hypocrisy for a sitting 
District Attorney to clearly and flagrantly ignore statutory law 
and adopt a double standard for the enforcement of it.  Especially 
when it involves Pennsylvania firearms law and the message it 
sends to all citizens that there is a double standard for those in a 
position of authority. 

We will continue to press this case and try to arrive at some 
semblance of sanity in the way these issues are addressed.  If it 
cannot come through solicitation by citizens for the enforcement 
of law to those charged with this authority than it will have to 
come in the form of redirection by the legislature to these 
individuals who are turning a blind eye to blatant criminal acts. 

 

West Mifflin Borough Council Rejects the 
Installation of Metal Detectors-Complies 

with the Law 
 On January 20 at a public hearing before Council the issue of 
the installation of metal detectors and the discrimination against 
law-abiding citizens carrying concealed firearms finally came to a 
head.  With dozens of pro-gun activist in attendance, Council 
heard from Greg Rotz and Kim Stolfer as to the lack of authority 

for council to enact a law of this kind as well as the possible 
ramifications for this action.  In addition the justification laid out 
by Council President was laid bare when the shooting in Missouri 
was exposed as philosophically bankrupt because state law 
already prohibits the carrying of firearms in government 
buildings in Missouri.  It also came as a shock to those in 
attendance to find out that two police officers were murdered in 
cold blood and there are service weapons used to carry out the 
criminal act. 
 Former state representative Richard Olasz, who is now a 
Council member, took immediate action at the end of testimony 
and brought forth a motion to terminate consideration of the 
metal detector.  This motion was voted on and approved with the 
Council President voting against dropping the matter. 
 This was another example of a cooperative effort between 
numerous grass-roots pro-gun groups within Pennsylvania.  
Working together we can have a decided impact and the of 
special merit and recognition should be the assistance of Greg 
Rotz, Rich Banks, Mike Christeson and numerous gun owners 
from the Allegheny County Sportsmen’s league and Pennsylvania 
Open Carry Association. 
 
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?pageId=88218  

 

Lawmakers in 20 states move to reclaim 
sovereignty 

Obama's $1 trillion deficit-spending 'stimulus plan' seen as 
last straw 

 

Posted: February 06, 2009-By Jerome R. Corsi 
 

NEW YORK – As the Obama administration attempts to push 
through Congress a nearly $1 trillion deficit spending plan that is 
weighted heavily toward advancing typically Democratic-
supported social welfare programs, a rebellion against the 
growing dominance of federal control is beginning to spread at 
the state level.  

So far, eight states have introduced resolutions declaring state 
sovereignty under the Ninth and Tenth Amendment to the 
Constitution, including Arizona, Hawaii, Montana, Michigan, 
Missouri, New Hampshire, Oklahoma and Washington.  
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Analysts expect that in addition, another 20 states may see 
similar measures introduced this year, including Alaska, 
Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, 
Indiana, Kansas, Nevada, Maine and Pennsylvania.  

"What we are trying to do is to get the U.S. Congress out of 
the state's business," Oklahoma Republican state Sen. Randy 
Brogdon told WND.  

"Congress is completely out of line spending trillions of 
dollars over the last 10 years putting the nation into a debt crisis 
like we've never seen before," Brogdon said, arguing that the 
Obama stimulus plan is the last straw taxing state patience in the 
brewing sovereignty dispute.  

"This particular 111th Congress is the biggest bunch of over-
reachers and underachievers we've ever had in Congress," he 
said.  

"A sixth-grader should realize you can't borrow money to pay 
off your debt, and that is the Obama administration's answer for a 
stimulus package," he added.  

The Ninth Amendment reads, "The enumeration in the 
Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or 
disparage others retained by the people."  

The Tenth Amendment specifically provides, "The powers 
not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor 
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people."  

Brogdon, the lead sponsor of the Oklahoma state senate 
version of the sovereignty bill, has been a strong opponent of 
extending the plan to build a four-football-fields-wide Trans-
Texas Corridor parallel to Interstate-35 to Oklahoma, as WND 
reported.  

Rollback federal authority 
The various sovereignty measures moving through state 

legislatures are designed to reassert state authority through a 
rollback of federal authority under the powers enumerated in the 
Constitution, with the states assuming the governance of the non-
enumerated powers, as required by the Tenth Amendment.  

The state sovereignty measures, aimed largely at the 
perceived fiscal irresponsibility of Congress in the 
administrations of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, have gained 
momentum with the $1 trillion deficit-spending economic 
stimulus package the Obama administration is currently pushing 
through Congress.  

Particularly disturbing to many state legislators are the 
increasing number of "unfunded mandates" that have proliferated 
in social welfare programs, such as Medicare and Medicaid, in 
which bills passed by Congress dictate policy to the states 
without providing funding.  

In addition, the various state resolutions include discussion of 
a wide range of policy areas, including the regulation of firearms 
sales (Montana) and the demand to issue drivers licenses with 
technology to embed personal information under the Western 
Hemisphere Travel Initiative and the Real ID Act (Michigan).  

Hawaii's measure calls for a new state constitutional 
convention to return self-governance, a complaint that traces 
back to the days it was a U.S. territory, prior to achieving 
statehood in 1959.  

"We are trying to send a message to the federal government 
that the states are trying to reclaim their sovereignty," Republican 

Rep. Matt Shea, the lead sponsor of Washington's sovereignty 
resolution told WND.  

"State sovereignty has been eroded in so many areas, it's hard 
to know where to start," he said. "There are a ton of federal 
mandates imposed on states, for instance, on education spending 
and welfare spending."  

Shea said the Obama administration's economic stimulus 
package moving through Congress is a "perfect example."  

"In the state of Washington, we have increased state spending 
33 percent in the last three years and hired 6,000 new state 
employees, often using federal mandates as an excuse to grow 
state government," he said. "We need to return government back 
down to the people, to keep government as close to the local 
people as possible."  

Shea is a private attorney who serves with the Alliance 
Defense Fund, a nationwide network of about 1,000 attorneys 
who work pro-bono. As a counter to the ACLU, the alliance 
seeks to protect and defend religious liberty, the sanctity of life 
and traditional family values.  

Republican state Rep. Judy Burges, the primary sponsor of 
the sovereignty resolution in the Arizona House, told WND the 
federal government "has been trouncing on our constitutional 
rights."  

"The real turning point for me was the Real ID act, which 
involved both a violation of the Fourth Amendments rights 
against the illegal searches and seizures and the Tenth 
Amendment," she said.  

Burges told WND she is concerned that the overreaching of 
federal powers could lead to new legislation aimed at 
confiscating weapons from citizens or encoding ammunition.  

"The Real ID Act was so broadly written that we are afraid 
that it involves the potential for "mission-creep," that could easily 
involve confiscation of firearms and violations of the Second 
Amendment," she said.  

Burges said she has been surprised at the number of e-mails 
she has received in support of the sovereignty measure.  

"We are a sovereign state in Arizona, not a branch of the 
federal government, and we need to be treated as such, she 
insisted.  
 

Federal licensing, registration bill 
introduced 

by Dave Workman, Senior Editor 

A bill that would require the licensing of all handgun owners 
and anyone who owns any semi-automatic handgun, rifle or 
shotgun that accepts a detachable magazine has been introduced 
by an Illinois Democrat. 

The bill would also set up a federal registration system for all 
transfers of these so-called "qualifying firearms." Perhaps the 
most ominous part of the bill is that it defines "qualifying 
firearm" as "any handgun; or any semi-automatic firearm that can 
accept any detachable ammunition feeding device; and does not 
include any antique." 

Gun rights activist David Codrea has labeled Rep. Bobby 
Rush's HR 45, the "Blair Holt Firearms Licensing and Record of 
Sale Act of 2009" a "declaration of war on American 
gunowners." 
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HR-45 was introduced into the House of Representatives in 
early January, just days after the 111th Congress convened. Rush 
(D-lst District), who was in 1968 a co-founder of the Illinois 
Black Panther Party and a member of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee, is the lead sponsor. 

According to Sharon Jenkins, Rush's director of National 
Media Relations and Marketing, "It's a simple, straightforward 
law enforcement measure that would require every gun 
manufactured or sold in America to have a 'gun identification 
number' (GIN) similar to what's currently required for American 
automobiles (VIN-Vehicle Identification Number). It does not 
prohibit or in any way limit consumers' Second Amendment 
rights ft)" gun ownership." 

Named in memory of a heroic Chicago high school student 
who shielded the body of another student on a bus when a 
gunman boarded and opened fire, the bill would require private 
citizens to apply for a firearm license to the Attorney General, 
and pass a test on safe handling and storage of firearms, the use 
of firearms in the home and risks associated with such use, and 
the legal responsibilities of firearms owners, including a 
knowledge of federal, state and local laws. Each citizen applying 
for a gun license would have to open his mental health records to 
the Attorney General "or an authorized representative" and also 
submit a current passport-sized photograph with their name, 
address and the date and place of their birth. 

This license would carry a number "unique to each licensed 
individual," and be renewable every five years. The license can 
be revoked. 

It would require owners of "qualifying firearms" to report any 
change of address within 60 days of the move, and it would also 
be a violation of law to not report loss of a firearm to the 
Attorney General within 72 hours after the loss or theft is 
discovered. 

There is also a section relating to child safety, and it also 
provides for heavy fines and imprisonment for violations of the 
act. 

Under the Rush bill, it would be illegal to sell, deliver or 
transfer a firearm to anyone who is not licensed. In addition, nine 
months after the date of enactment, this legislation requires the 
Attorney General to establish and maintain a federal record of 
sale system that would log every firearm transfer conducted in the 
United States that is processed by a federally licensed firearms 
dealer. 

It also eliminates the prohibition on gun registration that is 
now a part of federal law. 

There is an exception for "the infrequent transfer of a firearm 
by gift, bequest, intestate succession or other means by an 
individual to a parent, child, grandparent, or grandchild of the 
individual, or to any loan of a firearm for any lawful purpose for 
not more than 30 days between persons who are personally 
known to each other." 

There was no immediate indication from the Obama 
Administration whether it would support this measure. 

Codrea sent out a blog on the proposed legislation that 
suggested the bill would ,leap to "the front burner" if there is just 
one shooting in a "gun free zone." 

Under Rush's legislation, the Attorney General would create 
regulations that specify procedures for submission of gun license 

applications. These applications would be made through licensed 
dealers or federal agencies. 

The license fee "shall not exceed $25." 
As word of the licensing scheme spread across the Internet, 

gunowners reacted with both indignation and defiance. 
Rush issued a "fact sheet" on the legislation in which he 

claimed that "The purpose of this bill is to restrict the availability 
of firearms to criminals, youth and gang members." 

He further argued that "No sensible individual can argue with 
the fact that with over 200 million guns in the United States, we 
need a uniform system to keep track of these weapons." The New 

GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 
 

Gun Week Reports 

San Fran housing suit settlement allows 
legal guns 

The San Francisco Housing Authority has agreed to allow its 
residents to own guns in a settlement of a lawsuit filed by the 
National Rifle Association (NRA) and Citizens Committee for 
the Right to Keep and Bear Arms (CCRKBA) after last year's 
Supreme Court ruling in DC v. Heller. 

Under the settlement, signed by US District Judge Thelton 
Henderson on Jan. 12, the Housing Authority agreed not to 
enforce a provision it added to tenant leases in 2005 prohibiting 
the possession of guns and ammunition. The agency's ban will 
now apply only to illegal possession of a machinegun or 
possession of a firearm by a convicted felon or other prohibited 
person. The NRA and CCRKBA filed the suit on behalf of an 
unidentified San Francisco tenant a day after the Supreme Court's 
June 2008 ruling that declared the Constitution's Second 
Amendment gave Americans the right to possess guns for self-
defense. 

Tim Larsen, a lawyer for the Housing Authority, said that the 
agency never intended to enforce its 2005 ban against law-
abiding gunowners and has never done so, even though the lease 
provision covered legal as well as illegal weapons. 

"Our intention was to go after people who were engaged in 
criminal activity," Larsen said. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

9th Circuit Court hears arguments in 
Nordyke case 

by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor 
A long-running challenge to Alameda County, California's 

ban on gun shows at the annual county fair in Pleasanton was 
back before a federal appeals court in San Francisco in mid-
January, perhaps with a better roadmap than previous such court 
appearances. 

Gun show promoters Russell and Sallie Nordyke, of Willows 
in Glenn County, claim the ban violates their constitutional First 
Amendment right of free speech and their Second Amendment 
right to bear arms. 

Their lawyer, Donald Kilmer, told the US 9th Circuit Court of 
Appeals during oral arguments, "We are asking to be allowed to 
hold the traditionally law-abiding gun shows held in the country 
fair for 10 years." 
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A three-judge panel took the case under submission after 
hearing an hour of arguments and will issue a written ruling at a 
later date. 

The case has important national implications since the 
Supreme Court's 2008 decision in the District of Columbia v. 
Heller. appeal. The high court's 5-4 ruling that the Second 
Amendment protects an individual right to possess arms for 
personal protection appears to trump earlier decisions by 
appellate courts, especially the 9th Circuit, which had previously 
ruled that it only protected a state's right to arm a militia. If the 
Nordykes win their current appeal, the court could move the 
individual right interpretation toward incorporation to all of the 
states, giving the historic Heller ruling even greater impact on the 
rights of the citizens in every state. 

The fairgrounds ban was passed by the Alameda County 
Board of Supervisors in 1999, in the wake of a shooting at the 
1998 fair in which eight people were injured. 

The ordinance prohibits most gun possession on county 
property, with certain exceptions including possession by peace 
officers. The Nordykes say the effect of the law is to ban gun 
shows at the fair. 

The Nordykes sued the county in federal court in San 
Francisco in 1999 and are currently appealing trial court rulings 
that upheld the law. 

The case has already been to the California Supreme Court, 
which ruled in 2002 that the county measure was not preempted 
by state law, and to the 9th Circuit in an earlier round of 
arguments in 2003. 

That year, the 9th Circuit said the ban didn't violate the 
Second Amendment, because, according to the court, the 
amendment protected only a collective state right and not an 
individual right to bear arms. But the 9th Circuit's reasoning has 
since been rejected by the Heller Decision, which means the 
Alameda County law could also be overturned. 

But Peter Pierce, a lawyer for the county, argued that the 
Supreme Court ruling left room for local regulations of county 
property and for gun bans in "sensitive places" such as the 
fairground, according to The San Francisco Chronicle. 

The Nordykes, whose gun show company is called TS Trade 
Shows, began presenting shows at the Alameda County fair in 
1991. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Paterson's pick of Gillibrand ruffles some 
Democrat feathers 

Gov. David Paterson, defying the liberal wing of his 
Democratic Party, has chosen little-known, NRA-backed, 
Congresswoman Kirsten Gillibrand to succeed Hillary Rodham 
Clinton as New York's junior senator, Fred Dicker reported for 
The New York Post on them morning of Jan. 23. That report was 
confirmed at noon the same day when Paterson made a former 
public announcement in Albany with Gillibrand at his side. 

The previous day, Clinton had resigned her Senate seat after 
winning confirming as the Obama Administration's Secretary of 
State with only two senators voting against her. 

The Post said that the surprising— and, for many Democrats 
shocking— decision to pick the conservative Gillibrand, 42, from 
Hudson in Columbia County, was disclosed by the governor in 

calls to party officials and some members of the state's 
congressional delegation, many of whom said they were unhappy 
with the selection, sources said. 

Associated Press reported that one of the House members 
most opposed to Gillibrand's appointment was Rep. Carolyn 
McCarthy (D-NY), one of the leading anti-gunners in Congress, 
who objected because of Gillibrand's reported "conservative 
views on gun rights." McCarthy reportedly even threatened a 
primary challenge. Gillibrand faces a special election in 2010 for 
the balance of Clinton's current term, and would have to run 
again two years later for a full six-year term. The Post also 
reported that Democrat activists predicted that Andrew Cuomo, 
son of former Gov. Mario Cuomo, would also "seriously 
consider" challenging Paterson in a primary next year. 

The Post said Gillibrand, a mother of two occasionally 
resented by colleagues for being an aggressive self-promoter, was 
strongly backed for the post by Sen. Charles Schumer, the state's 
senior senator, who said a woman and an upstater was needed on 
Senator designate Kirsten Gillibrand next year's ticket. 

Paterson's decision was made just 24 hours after Caroline 
Kennedy announced that she was dropping her bid for the Senate 
seat. 

The Post said the Gilllibrand decision was a major rebuff to 
some of the state's best-known Democrats interested in Clinton's 
seat, including Attorney General and former federal Housing 
Secretary Cuomo, for whom Gillibrand once worked as a junior 
lawyer; Nassau County Executive Tom Suozzi, and Reps. 
Carolyn Maloney of Manhattan and Steve Israel of Suffolk 
County. 

Liberal Democrats have been wary of her because she ran for 
re-election with the backing of the National Rifle Association, 
opposed the federal TARP program to rescue banks, and has 
been less than enthusiastic about gay marriage. However, in early 
remarks she appeared to be reaching out to McCarthy and other 
anti-gun Democrats on the gun issue while confirming that she 
would always protect "hunters' rights." 

Gillibrand graduated from Dartmouth College in 1988 and 
earned a law degree at UCLA in 1991. She is the daughter of 
Albany lobbyist Douglas Rutnik. 

She has won two successive elections in one of the heaviest 
GOP districts in the state, first upsetting incumbent Rep. John 
Sweeney and, in November, defeating former state GOP 
chairman and multimillionaire Alexander Treadwell, in one of the 
most expensive races in the nation. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 

2009 
 

GOAL offers amended bill to block Bay 
State gun grabs 

During the last legislative session Massachusetts state Sen. 
Richard Moore filed, on behalf of the Gun Owners Action 
League (GOAL), "An Act Prohibiting the Confiscation of 
Lawfully Owned Firearms during the State of Emergency." The 
legislation was filed as a result of the unlawful confiscation of 
privately owned firearms during the 2005 state of emergency in 
Louisiana, following Hurricane Katrina. 

Those confiscations in New Orleans and some surrounding 
parishes led to the filing of a federal lawsuit by the Second 
Amendment Foundation and National Rifle Association. 
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GOAL's bill nearly became law, but was held up at the last 
moment during informal session by the Massachusetts Chiefs of 
Police Association. While the Association never contacted 
GOAL with any objections, they were informed that the main 
concern was that they could not determine what a lawfully owned 
firearm was. 

According to GOAL, that alone speaks volumes for the need 
for real reform in Massachusetts. 

Another concern about the bill came from the typical officer 
on the street. They expressed distress over the fact that they 
would be held accountable for confiscating firearms, but the 
person who ordered the confiscations would not face any 
penalties. Thus, GOAL has amended the bill to punish both. 

"During the last legislative session this bill represented a 
litmus test of sorts here in Massachusetts," said Jim Wallace, 
executive director of GOAL. "It was a clear test to see if the 
legislature and law enforcement would accept that they could not 
unlawfully confiscate private property and further, leave citizens 
defenseless against marauding gangs of criminals when calling 
for help wasn't possible. Sadly, the state failed that test." 

GOAL is urging all of its members to contact their legislators 
and ask them to support this legislation during the current 
legislative session by signing on as a co-sponsor. Any Bay State 
resident who is not sure who their local legislator is can find out 
online at: wheredoivotema.comfbal/myelectioninfo.php. 

The bill has not yet been assigned a number, but it would 
amend Chapter 140 of the Massachusetts General Laws by 
providing that: 

"No government official or any person acting on behalf of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall order the confiscation of, 
or otherwise cause the confiscation of, any lawfully carried or 
lawfully owned firearm, rifle, shotgun, machinegun, or 
ammunition. 

"No law enforcement officer, person acting as a law 
enforcement officer, or other public official shall confiscate or 
attempt to confiscate any lawfully carried or lawfully owned 
firearm, rifle, shotgun, machinegun or ammunition. 

"Whoever violates the provisions of this section shall be 
subject to a civil fine of not less than $500 nor more than $5,000 
for each firearm unlawfully confiscated or by imprisonment in a 
state prison for not more than two and one-half years." 

There are common sense exceptions, as follows: 
"Nothing in this section shall prohibit the confiscation of a 

firearm, rifle, shotgun, machinegun or ammunition from any 
person who; (a) Has been placed under arrest; (b) Is the subject 
of a protection order issued under Chapter 209A, and (c) Has had 
their Firearm Identification Card or License to Carry revoked or 
suspended." The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Grand jury indicts former New York 
Senate leader 

A federal grand jury in Albany, NY, indicted former state 
Senate Majority Leader Joseph L. Bruno on Jan. 23 on felony 
charges alleging he used his position to extract $3 2 million in 
private consulting fees from clients who sought to purchase his 
influence, The Albany Times-Union reported. 

An 8-count indictment charges the 79- year-old Republican 
with corruption charges that carry a maximum sentence of 20 
years in prison. 

Bruno pleaded not guilty at his arraignment in US District 
Court in Albany and was released without bail. 

In a 35-page indictment, grand jurors asked Bruno to forfeit 
much of his fortune and assets for his alleged crimes. 

Bruno, who reigned for years as one of the most powerful 
lawmakers in New York, is charged, with using his office to 
deprive the public of the honest services of government. 

The indictment marks the culmination of a three-year FBI 
investigation into the shadowy public and private dealings of the 
Brunswick politician who rose through the ranks of state 
government and became arguably the Capital Regions most 
iconic political leader. 

Bruno retired from his state Senate seat in July after 32 years 
in legislative service. He is now a lobbyist, and chief executive of 
friend Kay Stafford's Latham company, CMA Consulting. 

The indictment lays out Bruno's alleged deceptions, such as 
not disclosing his dealings to ethics authorities. It describes 
"schemes" involving use of his public office to do business with 
labor unions, who he steered to Wright Investors Service, a 
Connecticut firm that paid him nearly $1 4 million from 1994 to 
2006, and McGinn, Smith & Co., an Albany investment firm that 
paid Bruno $632,116 from 1993 to 2005. The firms ended up 
receiving investment advisory fees or brokerage fees paid by the 
union benefit funds. 

People named in the indictment were Bruno's friends Leonard 
J. Fassler, Jared E. Abbruzzese and Russell C. Ball who paid 
Bruno hundreds of thousands of dollars for alleged consulting 
services, even though Bruno provided virtually no consulting. 

The investigation had dogged Bruno during the last two years 
of his political career as information surfaced publicly about the 
FBI's deep foray into his real- estate dealings, investments, 
political decisions and his ownership and breeding of 
thoroughbred horses. 

The "honest services" provision of federal statutes has been 
used repeatedly by federal prosecutors to take down some of the 
nation's corrupt government officials and lobbyists. The broadly 
written law, which was inserted into federal statutes 20 years ago 
by Congress, prohibits public officials from using the mail or 
interstate communications to deprive the public of an inherent 
"right to honest services." Democratic New York State 
Assemblyman Anthony Seminerio of Queens is awaiting trial 
under a similar indictment. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Montana Democrats, police groups get 
behind `castle doctrine' bills 

Two bills put before Montana lawmakers in Helena on Jan. 
22 would put on the books a widely recognized right to use a gun 
on home intruders posing a serious threat, but one Republican 
says the legislature needs to go farther in protecting Montanans' 
Second Amendment rights, according to The Bozeman 
Chronicle. 

Sen. Larry Jent (D-Bozeman) and Rep. Kendall Van Dyk (D-
Billings) presented their bills in Senate and House hearings with 
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the backing of law-enforcement officials and prosecutors from 
across the state. 

The identical bills would enshrine the so-called "Castle 
Doctrine," a common- law concept that holds a person can use 
deadly force in their own home if someone poses a serious threat 
to them. 

DC writes rules for gun stores 
Late in December The Washington Examiner delved into one 

of the remaining unanswered questions standing between District 
of Columbia (DC) residents and the handguns they are now 
allowed to have: the stores where they can buy them. 

The paper reported that the DC Zoning Commission has 
decided that gun shops will be allowed in all of the District's four 
quadrants, though they will be limited to industrial zones and 
commercial corridors not zoned for neighborhood retail. 
Additionally, no gun shop will be allowed within 300 feet of a 
school, library, home, playground or church. 

The rules were passed as an emergency measure, meaning 
that they're only in force until March, after which the commission 
has promised a public hearing to decide on a final set of 
regulations. The new rules are less restrictive than a proposal 
floated late last year that would have imposed even more onerous 
geographic and zoning restrictions on gun shops. 

Those testifying at hearings said county prosecutors in 
Montana already recognize the Castle Doctrine and that the law 
should reflect that, The Chronicle reported. 

"All the fancy stuff in the law books doesn't work too well 
when the state you're in doesn't have a law on the books," Jent 
told the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

The bill "conforms Montana law to what most Montanans 
think Montana law is," Hal Harper, Gov. Brian Schweitzer's chief 
policy advisor, said at the House Judiciary Committee meeting. 

Harper put it another way when he testified before the Senate 
committee. He said of homeowners reacting to intruders 
intending them harm: "Sure, you can go into the bathroom or the 
closet or run. You won't find that as a practice in this state? 

Gallatin County Sheriff Jim Cashell told both panels that his 
office used the Castle Doctrine in, the 2008 trial of Christopher 
Wagner, who was convicted last spring of attempted homicide 
following a shootout with Michael Peters, of Gallatin County. 
Although Peters shot first, Cashell told lawmakers his action was 
considered a justified use of force. That is the kind of self defense 
that Van Dyk and Jent seek to protect, Cashell said. 

In fact, all those testifying in favor of the bills said the new 
laws would not change how they go about investigating or 
prosecuting shootings. 

Still, Rep. Krayton Kerns (R-Laurel) sees a problem. 
"It's a very specific, very small bill," he said after the House 

hearing. So Kerns is putting forward another bill that he said 
would put the Castle Doctrine on the books, plus expand other 
gun rights for Montanans. 

His bill, which has not yet been scheduled for a hearing, is 
nine new sections worth of gun rights. Among other things, 
Kerns' bill would bar employers from prohibiting workers from 
bringing guns to work. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Irish minister outlines bill targeting 
licensed handguns 

The Irish government has outlined its proposals for a ban on 
licensing handguns, which may be expanded to include all 
firearms in the future, according to The Irish Times. 

Minister for Justice Dermot Ahern said the legislation, which 
will be published shortly as part of the Criminal Justice 
(Miscellaneous) Provisions Bill, had been drawn up in response 
to increasing concern over the proliferation of firearms. 

A "temporary custody order" on handguns, which was 
imposed in the early 1970s due to the "Troubles," was overturned 
by the High Court in 2004. Since then, nearly 1,900 have been 
licensed. It is expected that figure could exceed 4,000 within 
three years. 

"My concern is that unless strong and decisive action is taken 
the number of handguns could grow exponentially and our 
firearms regime would equate to that of countries such as the 
United States," Ahern said. 

"While I know the vast majority of licensed gunowners 
behave responsibly, my paramount concern must be the 
protection of the public, particularly against the background of 
the level of gun crime which is taking place," Ahern added. 

Under the proposals, no new licenses will be issued for 
handguns and existing licenses will not be renewed unless 
applications fully meet the requirements of "a radically tightened 
licensing procedure where the safety of the community will be 
paramount," the Minister said. 

Any license awarded between now and the enactment of the 
new legislation will be revoked. 

Ahern said the situation regarding handguns will be kept 
under review and could lead to an outright ban on all guns if 
firearms remain a threat to public safety. 

The only exemptions will be for those using handguns for 
Olympic sports. Ahern said the majority of gunowners will not be 
inconvenienced as they have "no interest" in acquiring handguns. 

Figures obtained two weeks ago by John Deasy TD (FG) 
revealed major inconsistencies in the way gardai (National 
Police) across the State were interpreting laws around the 
granting of handgun licenses. 

Some Garda districts have granted no licences for handguns 
while others, in more sparsely populated areas, have been much 
more liberal, issuing between 50 and 100 licences a year. 

The total number of firearms licences issued, for all gun 
types, reached 233,934 in the 12-month period to July 31st last. 
This figure has grown steadily from 215,856 in 2004. The New 

GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

NSSF Bullet Points: 
 
Bullet Points 02-02-09 

***Washington 
• CONGRESSIONAL SPORTSMEN'S CAUCUS 

ANNOUNCES SENATE, HOUSE LEADERSHIP . . . 
Hunters across the country will have strong bi-partisan 

support from the Congressional Sportsmen's Caucus during 

the 111th Congress. Leadership of the caucus in both 
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chambers has been selected. In the Senate, Sens. Ben Nelson, 

D-Neb., and Mike Crapo, R-Idaho and in the House of 

Representatives, Reps. Dan Boren, D-Ok., and Paul Ryan, R-

Wis., will co-chair their respective caucuses. "Members of the 

Sportsmen's Caucus have a 20-year history of passing 

legislation that effectively protects hunters, anglers and 

habitat, and with our new leadership leading the way, we 

expect no less in the current Congress," said Jeff Crane, 

president of the Congressional Sportsmen's Foundation. 

• BILL WITH NUMEROUS GUN-CONTROL 
MEASURES INTRODUCED . . . Legislation (HR 45 - 

"Blair Holt Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act") 

sponsored by U.S. Rep. Bobby Rush (D-Ill.) would mandate 

numerous gun-control measures if passed. The bill 

specifically calls for all handgun owners to submit to the 

federal government a formal application including: photo 

identification, fingerprints, medical and mental health records 

and a completed written firearm safety examination. 

Applicants would also be forced to pay a fee to the federal 

government. NSSF is vigorously opposing this legislation and 

is monitoring the bill closely. Please consider contacting your 

representative and urging him or her to oppose this dangerous 

bill. 

• VIDEO: FREEDOM UNDER FIRE . . . CNN's "Lou 

Dobbs Tonight" featured a segment last week on gun-owner 

concerns about the Obama/Biden administration, bullet 

serialization and firearms microstamping. NSSF Senior Vice 

President and General Counsel Lawrence G. Keane was 

interviewed for the segment. Play Video 

***In the News 
• POST-ELECTION BUSINESS IS HOT ON 

MISSOURI RANGE . . . Though Target Masters, the only 

indoor range in Columbia, Mo., has been open for almost 18 

years, a sudden increase in business is taking place, more than 

doubling over the past year. According to the Columbia 

Tribune, Manager Barry McKenzie credits the spike in traffic 

to a Democratic-controlled federal government and rising 

crime close to home. 

• 79% SURGE IN GEORGIA GUN PERMIT 
APPLICATIONS . . . Georgia saw a 79 percent increase in 

applications for firearm permits in 2008, reports the Atlanta 

Journal-Constitution. Statewide, 121,219 applications were 

submitted, up from 67,640 in 2007. 
 
Bullet Points 01-26-09 

Next New York Senator Riles 
Anti-Gunners 

• GILLIBRAND TO REPLACE CLINTON . . . In a 

move upsetting many in the gun-control movement, New 

York Gov. David A. Paterson announced Friday that Rep. 

Kirsten Gillibrand (D-20) will become the next U.S. Senator 

from the Empire State, replacing Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

Gillibrand is "A" rated by the National Rifle Association and 

is a member of the fiscally conservative Blue Dog Coalition 

of Democrats. The selection of Gillibrand was especially hard 

for gun-control advocates to take as her competitors for the 

seat, Andrew Cuomo and Caroline Kennedy, are outspoken 

advocates of gun control. 

• WHAT CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOULD HAVE SAID 
. . . For NSSF's response to Chris Matthews' comments on 

"Hardball" about U.S. Senate appointee Kirsten Gillibrand, 

the Tiahrt Amendment and the Supreme Court's ruling last 

summer in the Heller case, visit NSSF's blog. 

***Politics 
• FOUR ANTI-GUN BILLS INTRODUCED IN N.Y. 

STATE . . . The New York State Assembly has introduced 

four new gun-control measures. The bills include mandating 

bullet serialization, a ban on the sale, possession and use of 

.50-caliber firearms, an expansion of the New York ballistic 

imaging database and prohibiting gun shows on public 

property. NSSF is urging all sportsmen, gun owners and 

firearms enthusiasts to contact their Assembly member and 

urge them to oppose and speak out against these dangerous 

anti-gun bills. Learn more.  

• BLOOMBERG GOES ON ROAD SHOW FOR MAIG 
CODE OF CONDUCT . . . New York City Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg is reportedly meddling in the affairs of out-of-state 

firearms retailers again. According to a column in the 

Philadelphia Daily News, two lawyers from Bloomberg's 

office accompanied a group of protesters during a meeting 

with a Philadelphia firearms retailer. The dealer met with the 

group -- which portrayed itself as "faith-based" -- to hear its 

concerns, but felt "backstabbed when it dragged in out-of-

town lawyers." The group was pushing the "10-point 

voluntary code" created by Bloomberg's Mayors Against 

Illegal Guns (MAIG) coalition. Read the column. 

• UNCERTAINTY IN D.C. SPARKS JUMP IN 
CONCEALED CARRY PERMITS . . . The election in 

November, and subsequent fear that the new president will get 

Congress to impose new gun-control laws, has not only 

triggered heated sales of firearms, but, according to KY3 

News in Springfield, Mo., it has caused another reaction: 

concealed carry courses are booked through April, and 

instructors have even added Sunday sessions. "The demand 

for the course has pretty much tripled over what it was a year 

ago," said Randy Gibson, a concealed-carry weapons class 

instructor. 
 
Bullet Points 01-20-09 

***Safety & Regulatory 
• ATF DIRECTOR GIVEN NEW AUTHORITY 

UNDER RULE CHANGE . . . The U.S. Department of 

Justice is amending ATF regulations as to delegate to the 

director of ATF the authority to serve as the deciding official 

regarding the denial, suspension or revocation of federal 

firearms licenses, or the imposition of a civil fine. At present, 

ATF's regulations name the Director of Industry Operations 
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(DIO) as the deciding official in matters dealing with the 

denial of an original or renewal firearms license, the 

suspension or revocation of a license and the imposition of a 

civil fine. This interim rule amends the regulations to 

redesignate the Director as the deciding official. According to 

ATF, less than 1 percent of the approximate 11,000 FFLs 

inspected were revoked in the last fiscal year. In fact, 

revocations have declined over the past five years 

notwithstanding the increase in the number of inspections. An 

announcement by the ATF at SHOT Show indicated that the 

bureau is on track to conduct inspections once every six years.  

• ATF OPEN LETTER TO FFLs ON GUN CONTROL 
ACT OF 1968 . . . ATF has issued an open letter to all 

federal firearms licensees to provide guidance on certain 

regulatory requirements under the Gun Control Act of 1968. 

Read the letter. 

• ATF LETTER ON ELECTRONICALLY 
TRANSMITTED PCS ORDERS . . . ATF has issued an 

open letter to all FFLs to provide guidance on the use and 

application of electronically transmitted permanent change of 

station (PCS) military orders to establish a transferee's state of 

residence. Read the letter. 
 
Bullet Points 01-12-09 

***Legal & Regulatory 
• ATF PUBLICATION FOR FFLs TO BE 

DISTRIBUTED JAN. 23 . . . ATF is informing all firearms 

retailers about the availability of its 28th Edition State Laws 

and Published Ordinances -- Firearms (ATF P 5300.5). The 

CD-ROM version of the publication will be distributed and 

shipped out to Federal Firearm Licensees on Jan. 23. Those 

that do not have access to a computer or prefer the publication 

in a bound, printed version are asked to contact the ATF 

Distribution Center at 301-583-4696. 

• MAIG MAYOR INDICTED ON CORRUPTION 
CHARGES . . . The Maryland State Prosecutor's Office's has 

announced a 12-count indictment against Baltimore Mayor 

Sheila A. Dixon. Dixon is a founding member of the Mayors 

Against Illegal Guns coalition -- an anti-gun group led by 

New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg. Dixon was 

charged with perjury, theft, fraudulent misappropriation and 

misconduct. 

• ARREST MADE IN PENNSYLVANIA GUN STORE 
BURGLARY . . . Two men have been arrested in connection 

with the Jan. 6 theft of 19 firearms from Keystone Country 

Store in Fort Loudon, Pa., ATF announced. Nine firearms 

were recovered at the time of the arrest. Loren Stains, 18, and 

Jeremy Davis, 18, both of McConnellsburg, Pa., were 

arrested. However, investigators are still looking for Ryan 

Lynn Horton, 19, of McConnellsburg and a juvenile that are 

both believed involved in the theft. There is a $5,000 reward 

for information leading to the arrest and conviction of Horton. 

Anyone with information should contact ATF at 1-800-ATF-

GUNS or the local Pennsylvania State Police Barracks; all 

calls will be kept confidential. 
 
 
 

CCRKBA --NEWS RELEASE 
02/11/2009 -- KERLIKOWSKE PICK MORE PROOF 

OF OBAMA’S ANTI-GUN AGENDA, SAYS 
CCRKBA 

BELLEVUE, WA – Reports that Seattle Police Chief 
Gil Kerlikowske has been tapped to become the nation’s 
next “drug czar” offer more proof of the anti-gun 
intentions of the Obama administration, the Citizens 
Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms said 
today. 

“During his eight-year tenure as Seattle’s police chief, 
Gil Kerlikowske has established himself as a devoted 
lobbyist for every restrictive gun law proposal,” said 
CCRKBA Chairman Alan Gottlieb. “That’s pretty 
hypocritical of a guy whose own gun was stolen out of his 
department car on a downtown Seattle street. He may pass 
an FBI background check for an appointment, but he 
flunked the responsible gun owner’s test.” 

Kerlikowske has lobbied for bans on sport-utility rifles 
that are owned by tens of thousands of law-abiding 
Washington residents, and millions of their fellow 
American citizens. He backed legislation to close the 
mythical “gun show loophole” with an unsubstantiated 
theory that private sales put guns in the hands of criminals.  

“While he’s been Seattle’s police chief,” Gottlieb 
noted, “he’s become a close ally of the anti-gun 
Washington CeaseFire, but he’s never bothered to sit down 
with gun owners to discuss crime problems, gun safety or 
enforcement efforts that focus on felons rather than 
firearms. 

“Kerlikowske’s reported appointment to a post with the 
Obama administration reinforces the genuine concerns of 
American gun owners that the new president is not their 
friend,” he observed. “The new president has surrounded 
himself with people who have long anti-gun rights track 
records, including Joe Biden, Eric Holder, Hillary Clinton 
and Rahm Emanuel. By adding Gil Kerlikowske to his 
inner circle, Obama is simply confirming the adage that 
‘you can tell a lot about someone by the company he 
keeps.’ 

“It’s no surprise Gil Kerlikowske would jump at the 
opportunity to leave the Evergreen State,” Gottlieb stated. 
“He and his anti-gun allies have repeatedly failed to erode 
the civil rights of Washington citizens. But he would be 
leaving here with unfinished business. He hasn’t solved the 
one crime that poses more of a threat to public safety than 
a hundred gun shows or a thousand semiautomatic rifles 
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owned by law-abiding private citizens. He still has to find 
his stolen pistol.” 
 
 
 

SAF --NEWS RELEASE 
01/27/2009 -- SAF COURT ACTION PROMPTS 

RESUMPTION OF WA ALIEN FIREARMS LICENSE 
PROGRAM 

BELLEVUE, WA – The Second Amendment 
Foundation and National Rifle Association this week have 
won a preliminary injunction against the Washington State 
Department of Licensing that requires the state to resume 
processing applications by legal resident aliens for alien 
firearms licenses. 

The U.S. District Court for the Western District of 
Washington in Seattle also ordered that license renewals 
and applications sought by three individual Washington 
residents participating in the lawsuit also be processed. 
Washington is the only state in the union that requires an 
alien firearms license be possessed by resident aliens in 
order for them to have a firearm. SAF and NRA said the 
state law discriminates against legal resident aliens who 
own firearms by violating their Second Amendment rights 
under the equal protections affirmed by the 14th 
Amendment. 

“We are delighted that the court has ordered a 
resumption of the licensing procedure, which was 
suspended by the state over what amounts to bureaucratic 
red tape,” said SAF founder Alan Gottlieb. “The State 
Legislature has had ample opportunity to fix what amounts 
to a glitch in a law that should never have existed in the 
first place. The people affected by the alien firearms 
license requirement are residents here; they are part of our 
community and have abided by the law.  

“One of the plaintiffs works in a Bellevue gun store,” 
he continued. “Without a renewal of his firearms license, 
he would not simply lose his firearms, he would lose his 
job.” 

The state stopped processing applications and renewals 
of alien firearms licenses because of a problem in running 
background checks. The result was that many resident 
aliens who had previously been issued licenses, and now 
possess firearms for sport, hunting and personal protection, 
could not get those licenses renewed. Upon expiration, 
these people would become “criminals on paper,” Gottlieb 
said, because they would be in possession of firearms 
without the license.  

“Once again, as has happened in New Orleans, San 
Francisco and elsewhere, teamwork between SAF and the 
NRA has paid off in a sensible solution to a problem that 
should not exist,” Gottlieb stated. “We are confident in a 

final judgment and we hope this sends a signal to the 
Washington Legislature to fix this problem.” 

 
 
 
 
Gun Owners of America  NEWS RELEASE: 

Gun Owners of America E-Mail Alert 
8001 Forbes Place, Suite 102, Springfield, VA 22151 
Phone: 703-321-8585 / FAX: 703-321-8408 
http://www.gunowners.org/ordergoamem.htm 

 

"Pork" Bailout Bill Could Ban Guns For Millions 
Of Americans -- Ask your Senators to oppose HR 1 

"HR 1 is about more than just pork.  Millions of gun 
owners stand to lose their gun rights without any due 
process." -- Larry Pratt, GOA Executive Director 
Wednesday, February 11, 2009 

The Obama administration is putting a lot of pressure 
on Congress to slam through the most recent $800+ billion 
bailout package before anyone has an opportunity to read 
it. 

The Obama administration intones that the details are 
unimportant.  The only thing that matters is the "bigness."  
And, by shipping a bill of nearly $900 billion (plus 
interest) to our children and grandchildren, the package is 
really, really big -- bigger, in fact, than the budget of our 
entire government for the first 170 years of our country's 
existence. 

But now that some of the details are finally starting to 
leak out of Washington, Gun Owners -- and a lot of other 
analysts -- are beginning to look at the fine print.  And 
some of it is particularly scary. 

Of particular concern to gun owners are sections 13101 
through 13434 of HR 1, which would set up the 
infrastructure to computerize the medical records of ALL 
AMERICANS in a government-coordinated database. 

True, the bill doesn't mandate that the data will be in a 
giant computer under the Oval Office.  But it does mandate 
that your medical records be reduced to a computerized 
form which is available to it in a second. 

This it would do by establishing a National Coordinator 
for Health Information Technology -- tasked with, among 
other things, "providing information to help guide medical 
decisions at the time and place of care." 

It should be scary enough that a government bureaucrat 
is directed by statute to try to influence your doctor's 
decisions with respect to your medical care. 

But of even greater concern to gun owners is the fact 
that a government-coordinated database (which 
government can freely access) will now contain all records 
of government-provided and private psychiatric treatment -
- including, in particular, the drugs which were prescribed. 
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Remember last year's "NICS Improvement Act" -- 
otherwise known as the Veterans Disarmament Act?  This 
law codified ATF's attempts to make you a prohibited 
person on the basis of a government psychiatrist's finding 
that you are a "danger" -- without a finding by any court.  
Well, roughly 150,000 battle-scarred veterans have already 
been unfairly stripped of their gun rights by the 
government. 

But people who, as kids, were diagnosed with Attention 
Deficit Disorder... or seniors with Alzheimer's... or police 
with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder... or people who are 
now theoretically covered by the new law... these people 
have, generally, not suffered the consequences of its 
sanctions -- YET.  And the chief reason is that their 
records are not easily available to the government in a 
central, easily retrievable, computerized form. 

The bailout bill would change all of that.  It would push 
increasingly hard to force your private psychiatrist or 
government-sanctioned psychiatrist to turn over your 
psychiatric records to a massive database. This would be 
mandated immediately if your doctor does business with 
the government. 

This would supposedly save Medicare money in 
connection with medical treatment.  And, the sponsors 
insist, they would work very hard to protect your privacy. 

But this turns the concept of "privacy" on its head.   
The privacy which is MOST important is privacy from the 
prying eyes of government -- not privacy of government 
data against the prying eyes of others.  After all, many 
government data bases have been hacked in recent years, 
with mountains of information stolen. 

So, once the government has access to these 
computerized psychiatric records, the stage will be set for 
using that database to take away the gun rights of those 
with Alzheimer's, those with ADD, and those with PTSD. 

ACTION:  Write your two senators.  Urge them to vote 
against the bailout bill (HR 1) until it is stripped of 
provisions which would turn your psychiatric records over 
to a central government-coordinated database against your 
will -- without you getting your day in court. 

You can go to the Gun Owners Legislative Action 
Center at http://www.gunowners.org/activism.htm to send 
your Senators the pre-written e-mail message below. 

----- Prewritten Letter ----- 
Dear Senator: 

I am particularly concerned about sections 13101 
through 13434 of the new bailout bill (HR 1).  These 
sections would set up the infrastructure to computerize the 
medical records of ALL AMERICANS in a government-
coordinated database, including psychiatric records. 

It is scary enough that a government bureaucrat is 
directed by statute to try to influence my doctor's decisions 
with respect to my medical care. 

But of even greater concern to gun owners is the fact 
that a government-coordinated database will now contain 
all records of government-provided and private psychiatric 
treatment. 

Last year's "NICS Improvement Act" codified ATF's 
attempts to make a person a prohibited person on the basis 
of a government psychiatrist's finding that he is a "danger" 
-- without a finding by any court.  Well, roughly 150,000 
battle-scarred veterans have already been unfairly stripped 
of their gun rights by the government. 

Now, this new government-coordinated database 
threatens the gun rights of people who, as kids, were 
diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder... seniors with 
Alzheimer's... police with Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder... and many other law-abiding Americans. 

Please vote against cloture on HR 1 until this provision 
is removed. 
Sincerely, 

 
Anti-gun Eric Holder Sworn In As Attorney General 

Wednesday, February 4, 2009 

GOA wants to thank all of you for your hard work in 
opposing the extremely anti-gun Eric Holder for Attorney 
General. 

While we lost the battle on Monday (by a vote of 75-
21), you guys registered your opposition loud and clear. 

There is no doubt that your activism truly made gun 
rights THE issue in this nomination battle.  Every Senator 
who spoke against Holder mentioned Second Amendment 
fears.  And even among many of the Senators who voted 
for him, there was tremendous concern regarding Holder's 
stance on gun rights. 

As stated by The Washington Post yesterday, "Holder 
overcame concerns by a small but vocal group of GOP 
lawmakers about his position on national security and 
GUN RIGHTS, as well as his recommendations in two 
controversial clemency decisions by President Bill 
Clinton." 

This was truly a battle worth fighting.  In fact, the man 
who was being deified two weeks ago is now the very 
same President who is widely seen as not being able to 
shoot straight in selecting cabinet members and is already 
starting to lose public support.  The battle over Holder was 
certainly central to taking the bloom off this rose. 

So thank you for helping magnify our voice on Capitol 
Hill.  GOA spent many hours lobbying against Holder, as 
we were the only gun rights group in Washington to tell 
Senators we would be rating this vote in our end-of-session 
grade report. 

With Holder in office, you can expect to see renewed 
efforts to drive gun dealers and manufacturers out of 
business -- similar to the efforts he supported while in the 
Clinton administration. 
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Expect also to see attempts to classify more guns as 
"not suitable" for sporting purposes.  And don't be 
surprised to see attempts to use the No Fly List to 
disqualify gun owners from exercising their Second 
Amendment rights.  (Bureaucrats can add innocent 
Americans to the No Fly List -- and have done so -- 
without any due process of law being followed.) 

With Eric Holder at the helm, the list could easily 
become a No Gun List, as there are already discussions in 
Washington about doing this. 

All the above horror scenarios are policies that could 
conceivably occur without ANY legislation being passed 
in Congress.  That is what makes Holder's confirmation as 
Attorney General so dangerous.  Through the use of 
Executive Orders or by prosecuting gun owners, Holder 
can inflict much damage upon the Second Amendment -- 
even apart from lending his support for legislation, such as 
renewing the semi-auto ban. 

So what can we do now?  Is the battle over Holder 
finished? 

No, not yet.  There's one more action item that needs to 
be taken. 

There are 75 Senators who ignored your pleas to vote 
against Holder. 

They need to hear from you and know that you're upset. 
They need to be reminded again and again that voting 

for gun control is what cost Bill Clinton's party the control 
of Congress in 1994... and Al Gore his election in 2000... 
and John Kerry the presidency in 2004. 

And don't forget, there are the 21 Senators who voted 
right.  They need to be thanked.  So please don't file this 
alert until you've taken the action item below. 

ACTION:  Please use the Gun Owners Legislative 
Action Center at http://www.gunowners.org/activism.htm 
to send your Senators a pre-written e-mail message.  You 
will be prompted to input your zip code, which will then 
bring up the correct letter for your Senators. 

The pre-written letter will differ according to whether 
your Senator voted in favor or against Eric Holder.  (Three 
Senators missed the vote entirely.  GOA is treating their 
absence as an anti-gun action.) 

NOTE:  GOA's pre-written letters are usually editable 
by the sender.  In this instance, they are not for the sake of 
avoiding confusion, so that Senators who voted wrong are 
not thanked (and vice versa). 

 
ACORN, MoveOn.org Could Receive Billions of Dollars -- 
"Economic Stimulus" Designed to Aid Anti-gun Radicals 

Monday, February 2, 2009 

The Association of Community Organizations for 
Reform Now (ACORN), the far left anti-gun group under 
investigation for voter fraud, could be eligible to receive 
millions, if not billions of dollars from the economic 

bailout bill that passed out of the House of 
Representatives. 

ACORN was an aggressive supporter of Barack Obama 
-- who had served as the group's legal counsel and even 
trained ACORN in "community organizing" -- in the 
presidential election.  The Obama campaign even paid the 
group $800,000 for "voter turnout," the very activities that 
came under scrutiny by the FBI. 

In October 2008, ACORN's Las Vegas office was 
raided by law enforcement agents investigating voter 
registration fraud.  According to the Nevada Secretary of 
State's office, voter information submitted by the group 
included nonexistent names, false addresses, duplicate 
filings and even the starting lineup of the Dallas Cowboys. 

In addition to turning in massive amounts of fraudulent 
voter registration forms leading up to the 2008 elections, 
ACORN is also involved in anti-Second Amendment 
activism.  For instance, a New Jersey ACORN chapter 
supported a one-gun-a-month ordinance in Jersey City, a 
law that was struck down last year by an appeals court for 
violating the State's preemption law. 

This group should not be eligible to receive one penny 
of your tax money, yet ACORN has received over $28 
million in taxpayer dollars in 

2008 alone and over $53 million since 1994.  Last year, 
some members of Congress were able to strip ACORN 
money from the home mortgage industry bailout bill, but it 
was reinserted into the current legislation. 

The total amount of money for which groups like 
ACORN would be eligible in the bill is $4.2 billion, under 
a provision for "neighborhood stabilization activities."  
According to the bill, the money can be utilized by state 
and local governments and also "nonprofit entities or 
consortia of nonprofit entities." 

ACORN can possibly collect more money under this 
legislation that it has over the past 15 years, and you can 
bet that ACORN is expert at accessing those funds. 

Another group that could benefit from the bailout bill is 
MoveOn.org, an organization that has advocated for 
sweeping gun control laws. 

According to Rep. Darrell Issa, a California 
Republican, "MoveOn.org's civic action committee could 
receive stimulus funds such as money earmarked for 
energy 'activities', since MoveOn.org lists one of its goals 
to 'reduce America's dependence on oil.'" 

Pro-gun Senator David Vitter (R-LA) sees the bill as 
"payoff" for the liberal interest groups that helped to put 
Barack Obama in the White House, and that some 
provisions in the bill were actually written with specific 
interest groups in view. 

Sen. Vitter told FOX News that the bill "is a payoff for 
that political activity in last year's election, particularly 
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with the fraudulent voter registration drives," Sen. Vitter 
said. 

The bottom line is that the only thing this bill will 
"stimulate" is attacks against your gun rights by leftist anti-
gun groups.  Supporters of the Second Amendment must 
take action now to see that such funding provisions are 
stripped from the misnamed stimulus package. 

The bailout measure passed out of the House of 
Representatives by a vote of 244-188 and now heads to the 
Senate, where Senators have been working on their own 
version of the bill. 

ACTION:  Please use the Gun Owners Legislative 
Action Center at http://www.gunowners.org/activism.htm 
to send your Senators the pre-written e-mail message 
below. 

----- Prewritten Letter ----- 
Dear Senator: 
 

It's pretty outrageous that the so-called stimulus bill is 
slated to give $4.2 billion to an organization that was 
raided by law enforcement agents investigating voter 
registration fraud.  Not only that, this organization -- 
according to the Nevada Secretary of State's office -- 
submitted voter information which included nonexistent 
names, false addresses, duplicate filings and even the 
starting lineup of the Dallas Cowboys. 

The group is of course ACORN, which stands to reap 
this windfall in the spending bill under a provision for 
"neighborhood stabilization activities." 

In addition to turning in massive amounts of fraudulent 
voter registration forms leading up to the 2008 elections, 
ACORN is also involved in anti-Bill of Rights activism.  
For instance, a New Jersey ACORN chapter supported a 
one-gun-a-month ordinance in Jersey City, a law that was 
struck down last year by an appeals court for violating the 
State's preemption law. 

This group (and other groups such as MoveOn.org) 
should not be eligible to receive one penny of my tax 
money, yet ACORN has received over $28 million in 
taxpayer dollars in 2008 alone and over $53 million since 
1994. 

I urge you to remove this money from the bill.  
Otherwise, please vote against it in its entirety. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

Hindsights: 

The limitless imaginations of the 
anti-gun movement 

by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor 

The anti-gun apostles are always quick to exploit any scrap of 
news about violence involving firearms to press their public 
policy agenda against lawful gun ownership and moral self-
defense. Thus, self-defense becomes vigilantism and the presence 
of a firearm, even by the law-abiding is always seen by the antis 
as a threat to a world in which good and evil, the victim and the 
predator, the peaceful and the maniacal will always be neighbors. 

When a disturbed underage youth uses a gun to wreak 
mayhem among fellow students, they ignore all of the laws that 
already prohibited that culprit from obtaining and possessing a 
gun, from bringing it to school, from murdering or attempting to 
commit murder. The kind of gun it was doesn't matter; to the anti-
gunners and anti-self-defense crowd that any ' gun should be 
prohibited. 

And when they don't have a newsworthy crime to exploit, 
they will conjure up imaginary threats to frighten the general 
public as much as possible. 

A recent example involved Eleanor Holmes Norton and her 
bogeyman concerns about guns and the massive turnout of people 
for the inauguration of President Barack Obama. 

According to a late December report by The Hill, a 
Washington, DC, legislative newspaper, Norton, the District's 
non-voting delegate to the House of Representatives, and other 
anti-gunners were fearful because of the new Interior Department 
rule allowing concealed firearms in national parks. 

The Hill reported that Norton and gun control groups were 
concerned that some visitors attending Obama's inauguration 
might try to pack heat because of a rule allowing concealed 
weapons in national parks. 

The newspaper explained to its readers that the Bush 
Administration's change to federal regulations allowed people 
with permits to carry concealed firearms in national parks if the 
park falls within a state or district that allows concealed firearms. 
It properly noted that Washington, DC, does not allow concealed 
firearms, and thus the rule change would not apply. However, 
Norton and other anti-gunners imagined that possible confusion 
over the rule might lead visitors to bring guns to the Jan. 20 
inauguration, which was scheduled to be held on two miles of 
National Park land—the National Mall. 

"It is truly frightening to think of what this could mean 
coming just a couple of weeks before the inauguration," said 
Norton, who has long supported strict gun laws in DC and is 
trying to get the new Administration to rescind the latest 
regulation allowing licensed concealed carry in some national 
parks. 

The Hill quoted Larry Pratt, executive director of Gun 
Owners of America (GOA), saying Norton's fears are misguided. 

"People know enough to check on what the rules are," Pratt 
said. "It's not been a problem in the past and I can't imagine why 
all of a sudden it's going to be a problem on that particular day. It 
may be a problem for people who don't like guns, but they have 
that problem every day." 

Pratt supports a concealed carry law for DC, and said the 
crime rate would go down if it were allowed. Its "immoral" to 
deprive residents of guns, he said. 

The Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence is pushing for 
Obama to reverse the Bush Administration's decision on 
concealed weapons in national parks, and was already in talks 
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with Obama's transition team at the time the report was written. 
The Hill observed that if Obama overturned the rule, it would 
start an early political fight over the perennially sensitive issue of 
guns. But, of course, that is part of what Helmke and Norton are 
after, and why they imagine dangers that are so remote. 

The Hill reported that even a spokesman for the Presidential 
Inaugural Committee (PIC) downplayed any chance that the rule 
change would lead visitors to bring guns to the inauguration. "It's 
been made very, very clear that just as in every other public event 
held on the Mall, that firearms, as well as alcohol or fireworks are 
strictly prohibited," said Kevin Griffis, a spokesman for the PIC. 

"On top of that, the tremendous security presence, as well as 
the expectation for everyone who comes to the Mall to have some 
level of security screening, I think is going to discourage anyone 
who might have been thinking about carrying a concealed 
weapon." 

Despite these reassuring words, however, Brady Center 
President Paul Helmke still imagined a danger. 

"My concern is that there has been some publicity about this 
whole guns in the parks thing and some of the 4 million people 
coming in from all over the country (may) think that just 

because they have a concealed carry permit in their home 
state, that it gives them the right to come to the nation's capital 
and carry (a gun)," Helmke said. 

Norton, as might be expected, agreed with Helmke and then 
confused things even further by pointing to the fact that, since the 
Supreme Court in June overturned DC's 32-year ban on firearms 
in the home for self-defense, the city has been in the throes of 
rewriting its gun laws. She claimed that has cast much confusion 
over not only the city's laws, but also now the National Park 
regulations. 

The Hill noted that Pratt's organization applauded the revised 
regulation and he pointed to the murder of two women killed last 
Spring while camping in Virginia's Shenandoah National Park as 
a reason why concealed carrying of guns is important for the 
protection of park frequenters. In fact, GOA was not alone in its 
support of the change, which had been a high priority item of the 
National Rifle Association, the Virginia Civil Defense League 
and just about every other firearms civil rights organization. 

The National Park Service deferred comment to the Interior 
Department and the US Secret Service deferred comment to the 
National Park Service and the US Park Police, according to The 
Hill. 

Lt. G.W. Davis of the U.S. Park Police told the newspaper the 
department is still trying to bring all of its officers up to speed 
with the new rule. "It's a work in progress," he said. 

And a spokeswoman for the Metropolitan Police Department 
(MPD) told The Hill the public should not be concerned for their 
safety because DC does not allow non-law enforcement to carry 
concealed weapons and therefore the new regulation does not 
apply to DC. 

"For our purposes, it doesn't change anything yet," said Traci 
Huges, a spokeswoman for MPD. "And the only time a person 
can be carrying a weapon in the District is when they're traveling 
from a gun dealer to register the weapon and the weapon cannot 
be concealed, so they cannot strap it on to their person under 
their coat." 

The Hill's story ran three weeks before the inauguration, for 
which 4 million people more or less streamed onto the Mall and 
surrounding streets on Jan. 20 with no special mayhem reported, 
no reports of gunfire, and no reports of a single person being 
detained because they were discretely carrying a firearm licensed 
anywhere in the entire country. 

Not surprisingly, there were no reports in The Hill or any 
other news medium in DC or the rest of the nation that followed 
up the imaginative ranting of Norton, Helmke and the rest of the 
anti-gun community who always find something to fear in any 
new regulation, law or court decision that might support the 
Second Amendment in even the slightest way or, otherwise assist 
the good from fighting evil. 

The imagination of the anti-gunners helps them to make 
outlandish claims about their firearms agenda, just as the anti-gun 
Freedom-States Alliance and its Ceasefire NJ affiliate imagine 
that rationing handgun purchases in New Jersey, or anywhere 
else, to one a month will somehow make anyone safer or reduce 
crime. But they imagine their schemes will work and a gullible 
media passes their propaganda on to an unsuspecting public. The 

New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 
 

News Briefs: 
Nebraska AG's opinion blocks local gun bans 
Nebraska gunowners and pro-gun organizations are 

applauding state Attorney General Jon Bruning's opinion that 
concludes that the state's 2006 Concealed Handgun Permit Act 
forbids cities and towns from preventing the carrying of 
concealed firearms by licensees. 

Bruning's opinion, requested by state Sen. Mark R. 
Christensen, will strengthen the state's right-to-carry law by 
helping to make clear that permit holders can carry firearms 
"throughout the state," according to the National Rifle 
Association. It also makes clear that cities and towns may not 
pass new ordinances banning the lawful carry of concealed 
firearms by permit holders. 

Further, the opinion points out that a total ban on possession 
or carrying of firearms in a city or county would raise serious 
issues under the Second Amendment, as interpreted in the US 
Supreme Court's opinion in DC v. Heller. The New GUN WEEK, 

February 15, 2009 
 

Homicide ruling 35 years late 
When 54-year-old Craig Buford of Fort Worth, TX, died on 

Dec. 29, prosecutors in Denver, CO, ruled that his death was a 
homicide. 

What makes this murder case unusual is that Buford was shot 
35 years ago, in 1973, and it may be impossible to solve this case 
and bring the shooter to justice, according to the Associated Press 
andZort Worth Star-Telegram. 

Buford, a former trucker and also a bus driver in Seattle, WA, 
and Denver before he retired last year to Fort Worth, had 
reportedly been shot after picking up a girlfriend from school and 
gambling with some other youths. At the time, he apparently 
identified the shooter, a 17-year-old, who had demanded that 
Buford return some money that he had won. When Buford 
refused, the teen shot him. Buford went on to marry and his 
widow told the newspaper that he apparently encountered the guy 
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who pulled that trigger some years later, but told him "It's over 
with." 

That did not turn out to be the case, though. Published reports 
said Buford had undergone surgery for a ruptured colon, and 
after he passed away, the Tarrant County Prosecutor's Office 
declared his death a homicide because that bullet wound had 
caused several of his organs to shut down. 

Up to that time, the newspaper said, Buford had not suffered 
any serious health problems. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Another anti-gunner indicted 
Indictments and politics seem to go together like ham and 

cheese. If it's not the politician indicted, it can be a son, brother 
or other relative. 

The latest mayor to earn such honors is Baltimore Mayor 
Sheila Dixon (D), a member of New York Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg's anti-gun "Mayors Against Illegal Guns," who was 
indicted on Jan. 9 following a three-year investigation. 

Dixon, allegedly did not report lavish luxuries such as fur 
coats and trips given to her by a local developer. She is also 
accused of stealing at least $2,000 worth of gift cards, purchasing 
an Xbox 360, PlayStation 2, digital camcorder, and other 
electronics, for her own personal use. The gift cards were 
donated to the city for needy families. Defenders noted that she 
was not indicted for perjury. 

Dixon now joins the ranks of beleaguered anti-gun politicians 
like Gov. Rod Blagojevich (D) of Illinois, Mayor Kwame 
Kilpatrick (D) of Detroit, and Newark, NJ, Mayor Sharpe Street. 
Meanwhile, the same fate has befallen the son of the mayor of 
Seattle and the brother of the mayor of Philadelphia. The New GUN 

WEEK, February 15, 2009 
 

Female attacker shot 
Thirty-three-year-old Julie Parker of Houston, TX, made 

headlines recently not only because she was shot by two armed 
citizens and a police officer, but because it was after she had 
gone to her father's workplace and shot someone, herself...with a 
bow and arrow. 

It was not clear why Parker launched the arrow that struck 
Armando Silva in the chest, but it was clear that in reporting the 
incident, The Houston Chronicle apparently can't tell the 
difference between the military, civilian law enforcement and 
private citizens. The newspaper account alluded to the woman 
being shot by "two civilians and a Houston police officer." 

According to the newspaper, Parker entered the Texas 
Components Corporation office on Jan. 19. She reportedly was 
also armed with a fake handgun, but it was the hunting bow that 
was used to shoot Silva. 

The story could become grist for those advocating armed 
employees, because two such employees at the business—both 
licensed to carry concealed handguns—drew their pistols and 
opened fire on Parker after she aimed the fake gun at them. She 
was hit several times, dropped the bogus gun and retreated to an 
office with the bow and arrow still in hand. 

Houston Police Sgt. M.S. O'Neil reported arrived on the 
scene, tried to talk Parker into giving up, and when she drew back 
on the bowstring, he also shot her. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 

2009 
 

Armed victim foils car-wash heist 
Making a fatal error in the victim selection process, 21- year-

old Jonathan Washington met his demise at the hands of a 
legally-armed private citizen at a car wash in Florida's Orange 
County, according to The Orlando Sentinel. 

The newspaper said authorities believe Washington had also 
been involved in at least five other robberies in the area All of the 
capers had similar patterns and they all happened within a mile of 
Washington's final escapade. According to the newspaper 
account, the Jan. 9 incident unfolded as Washington and an 
unidentified accomplice approached a than at the car wash and 
tried to rob him. Either Washington or the other bandit had a 
shotgun. 

This prompted the would-be victim to draw his legally- 
concealed handgun and open fire. Proving there is no honor 
among thieves, Washington's partner beat feet, leaving his friend 
to die. 

Witnesses corroborated the armed citizen's account of the 
shooting. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Video game killer' gets lifex4 
Weeping that he was "so sorry," teenage killer Nicholas 

Browning was handed four life sentences by a Maryland judge 
Jan. 23 for murdering his parents and his brothers in February 
2008, and then going to a friend's home where he played video 
games. 

The case earned national headlines for its callous nature. 
Browning, 16, pleaded guilty in October to the first-degree 
slayings of his parents, John and Tamara, and younger brothers 
Benjamin and Gregory. Nicholas, a former Boy Scout and honor 
student, shot all four. 

The youthful killer will serve two of the life sentences 
concurrently and two consecutively. According to the Associated 
Press, this could make him eligible for parole in 23 years, with 
good behavior. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

Ex-NY trooper kills wife, self 
Using a shotgun, a retired New York state trooper murdered 

his wife on the last day of 2008 before driving to a nearby gas 
station parking lot and killing himself, several news agencies 
reported. 

Dead are Isol Cotto, 49, and retired trooper William Cotto, 
53. 

The case may underscore why gun laws are ineffective. 
According to published reports, Cotto had been arrested 24 hours 
earlier on misdemeanor charges relating to second degree 
harassment, unlawful imprisonment and menacing. When he was 
taken into custody, state police reportedly confiscated all of his 
weapons, including a shotgun, billy clubs and knives. A 
protection order was issued against him, and he was jailed in 
Ulster County on $5,000 bail. 

But that didn't stop Cotto, who retired last year after 20 years 
on the job. It was not clear where he got the murder weapon. 

Isol Cotto was found dead in her bedroom. The New GUN WEEK, 

February 15, 2009 
 

Ex-Philly cop, suspect, die after gunfight 
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By all accounts, Ernest "Flash" Miller was a stand-up guy, a 
retired Philadelphia, PA, police officer who did 18 years on the 
job and still found time to counsel youths at a local recreation 
center. 

But even though he had turned in his badge, the 41-year-old 
Miller went down fighting in a gun battle that may have been the 
result of an attempted home invasion robbery. Miller took down 
the man who shot him, according to published reports. Both the 
ex- cop and the would-be robber, identified as 38-year-old John 
Clement of Tioga, died about two hours apart at Temple 
University Hospital, according to The Philadelphia Daily News 
and Associated Press. 

Authorities were still sorting out who fired first in the Dec. 28 
gunfight, but Miller was remembered as a man who rearranged 
furniture in his own home to make it more accommodating to a 
paraplegic friend. 

Miller was hit at least once in the chest and was found in the 
doorway of his home. The man who shot him was lying in the 
street. The New GUN WEEK, February 15, 2009 

 

News links  
09-02-04 Exclusive: Feds Release National Gang Threat 
Assessment 
  According to the 2009 National Gang Threat Assessment 
released by the National Gang Intelligence Center (NGIC) and 
the National Drug Intelligence Center (NDIC), approximately 
one million gang members belonging to more than 20,000 gangs 
were criminally active in the U.S. as of September 2008.  

The assessment was developed through analysis of available 
federal, state, and local law enforcement information; 2008 NDIC 
National Drug Threat Survey (NDTS) data; and verified open 
source information such as material provided by the National 
Association of Chiefs of Police and the Fraternal Order of Police.  

 “Gangs have long posed a threat to public safety, but as this 
study shows, gang activity is no longer merely a problem for 
urban areas. Gang members are increasingly moving to suburban 
America, bringing with them the potential for increased crime 
and violence,” said Assistant Director Kenneth W. Kaiser, FBI 
Criminal Investigative Division.  

Other key findings are as follows:  
* Local street gangs, or neighborhood-based street gangs, 

remain a significant threat because they still constitute the largest 
number of gangs nationwide. Most engage in violence in 
conjunction with a variety of crimes, including retail-level drug 
distribution.  

* According to NDTS data, 58% of state and local law 
enforcement agencies reported that criminal gangs were active in 
their jurisdictions in 2008 compared with 45 percent of state and 
local agencies.  

* Gang members are migrating from urban to suburban and 
rural areas, expanding the gangs’ influence in most regions. They 
are doing so for a variety of reasons, including expanding drug 
distribution territories, increasing illicit revenue, recruiting new 
members, hiding from law enforcement, and escaping from other 
gangs. Many suburban and rural communities are experiencing 
increasing gang-related crime and violence because of expanding 
gang influence.  

* Criminal gangs commit as much as 80% of the crime in 
many communities, according to law enforcement officials 
throughout the nation. Typical gang-related crimes include alien 
smuggling, armed robbery, assault, auto theft, drug trafficking, 
extortion, fraud, home invasions, identity theft, murder, and 
weapons trafficking.  

* Gang members are the primary retail-level distributors of 
most illicit drugs. They also are increasingly distributing 
wholesale-level quantities of marijuana and cocaine in most 
urban and suburban communities.  

* Some gangs are trafficking illicit drugs at the regional and 
national levels; several are capable of competing with U.S.-based 
Mexican drug trafficking organizations.  

* U.S.-based gang members illegally cross the U.S.-Mexico 
border for the express purpose of smuggling illicit drugs and 
illegal aliens from Mexico into the United States.  

* Many gangs actively use the Internet to recruit new 
members and to communicate with members in other areas of the 
U.S. and in foreign countries.  

* Street gangs and outlaw motorcycle gangs pose a growing 
threat to law enforcement along the U.S.–Canada border. They 
frequently associate with Canada-based gangs and criminal 
organizations to facilitate various criminal activities, including 
drug smuggling into the United States.  
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/id.2438/pub_d
etail.asp 
 

09/02/05   National group gives Vermont F for gun laws 
  MONTPELIER – Vermont gets a big fat F in the area of gun 
control, according to a state-by-state ranking. 
    The Brady Campaign, a national gun control organization 
formed after the attempted assassination of President Ronald 
Regan in 1981, gave Vermont only nine points out of a possible 
100 on its scorecard for gun control laws this week. 
    According to the report, Vermont lacks common sense gun 
control laws compared with many other states, rivaling perhaps 
only Alaska as one of the easiest places to obtain or buy a 
weapon with little oversight. 
   "Vermont is one of the few states without any real regulations 

to control the sale of handguns," said Chad Ramsey, a 
spokesperson for the Brady Campaign. 
     Chief among their concerns is that while Vermont requires 
background checks for gun sales for licensed through dealers, 
private sales between individuals and at gun shows do not require 
that level of scrutiny 
   The Brady Campaign suggests Vermont close the so-called gun 
show loophole and require background checks for all new gun 
purchases. They also suggest the state set up a permit system for 
gun ownership. 
   "Vermont follows the federal law, which requires background 
checks when buying from licensed dealers," Ramsey said. "But 
with private sales, there is no background check, no permitting." 
    The state also scored poorly for not requiring that guns have 
childproof locks on them, has not regulated assault weapons and 
allows gun owners to walk around with a concealed weapon 
without authorization.  
   "Vermont is at the bottom of the list," said Cathie Whittenburg, 
the director of the New England Coalition to Prevent Gun 
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Violence. "When compared to some of their other New England 
neighbors, especially Massachusetts, it is like night and day." 
   While Vermont is a low-crime state with a long history of 
supporting the rights of responsible hunters, Whittenburg said her 
concern is that guns sold privately in the state later end up in the 
hands of urban criminals in states such as New York and 
Connecticut. 
    Just as illegal drugs flow into Vermont due to a high demand, 
guns can flow out of the state due to demand elsewhere, she 
explained. 
  "We are concerned that Vermont is contributing to illegal gun 
trafficking," she said. 
   Hogwash, said Ed Cutler of Westminster, the president of the 
organization Gun Owners of Vermont. 
   "These people are talking out of their hats," he said. 
    Cutler said Vermont has been respectful of gun ownership for 
more than 200 years – and this approach has lead to the state 
having relatively low crime, even compared with other 
neighboring states with tougher gun control laws.  
    "Vermont is one of the safest states in the country," Cutler 
said. "We haven't had any problems, despite the rhetoric from the 
Brady Campaign." 
     Similar sentiments were expressed by Henry Parro, the owner 
of Parro's Gun Shop in Waterbury. He rapped the Brady 
Campaign for a lack of specifics – such as statistics or studies – 
to show that guns sold privately here end up in dangerous hands 
elsewhere. 
   "When I go off to the Barre Gun Show this weekend, I still 
have to follow all the federal regulations that I do in my store," 
Parro said. "I do the background checks and check the identity of 
the person I'm selling to. It's a myth that there is a gun show 
loophole." 
http://www.timesargus.com/article/20090205/NEWS01/9020503
61/1002/NEWS01 
 

09/02/02   Son Of Philadelphia Police Officer Killed At Party 
    Authorities are investigating a shooting that left the son of a 
Philadelphia Police officer dead during a party in the northeast 
Sunday. 
    Police said shots were fired during a party inside an apartment 
in the 3400 block of Bleigh Street at about 9 p.m. 
    The victim, 27-year-old Christopher Donaghy, was found lying 
on the floor with a gunshot wound to the back. 
     Donaghy, the son of a Philadelphia Police Officer, was 
transported to Frankford-Torresdale Hospital where he was 
pronounced dead just after 10 p.m.  
    Police said the suspect, 49-year-old Ronald Parncutt, had 
allegedly been playing with a handgun when it discharged. 
Parncutt was taken into custody and charged with Murder, 
Recklessly Endangering Another Person and other related 
offenses.  
     Authorities say the gun used in the shooting belonged to an 
off-duty Plymouth Township Police Officer whose identity has 
not been released.  
    The incident remains under investigation by the Philadelphia 
Homicide Department. 
http://cbs3.com/topstories/northeast.philadelphia.shooting.2.9243
82.html 

 
09/02/02   Senate confirms Holder as first black AG 
   WASHINGTON – Eric Holder won Senate confirmation 
Monday as the nation's first African-American attorney general, 
after supporters from both parties touted his dream resume and 
easily overcame Republican concerns over his commitment to 
fight terrorism and his unwillingness to back the right to keep and 
bear arms. 
   The vote was 75-21, with all the opposition coming from 
Republicans. 
   Holder's chief supporter, Sen. Patrick Leahy, said the 
confirmation was a fulfillment of civil rights leader Martin Luther 
King's dream that everyone would be judged by the content of 
their character. 
   "Come on the right side of history," said Leahy, D-Vt., 
chairman of the Judiciary Committee. 
     Holder becomes the only black in the Obama administration in 
what has traditionally been known as the president's Cabinet. 
Three other African-Americans have been chosen for top 
administration positions that hold the same rank. 
     Holder was a federal prosecutor, judge and the No. 2 Justice 
Department official in the Clinton administration. Even his critics 
agreed that Holder was well-qualified, but they questioned his 
positions and independence. 
    The debate turned partisan in its first moments, when Leahy, 
expressed anger that a few Republicans demanded a pledge from 
Holder that he wouldn't prosecute intelligence agents who 
participated in harsh interrogations. 
    Leahy singled out Texas Republican John Cornyn as one who 
wanted to "turn a blind eye to possible lawbreaking before 
investigating whether it occurred." 
"No one should be seeking to trade a vote for such a pledge," 
Leahy said. 
   When Cornyn rose to announce his vote against Holder, he did 
not make such a demand. However, he accused the nominee of 
changing his once-supportive position — on the need to detain 
terrorism suspects without all the rights of the Geneva 
Convention — to one of harshly criticizing Bush administration's 
counterterrorism policies. 
    "His contrasting positions from 2002 to 2008 make me wonder 
if this is the same person," Cornyn said. "It makes me wonder 
what he truly believes." 
    Cornyn and Sen. Tom Coburn said Holder was hostile to the 
right of individuals to own guns, despite a Supreme Court ruling 
last June affirming the right to have weapons for self-defense in 
the home. 
    Holder said at his confirmation hearings: "I understand that the 
Supreme Court has spoken." But he added that some restrictions 
on guns could still be legal.  
    Holder's confirmation will trigger reviews — and changes — 
to the most controversial Bush administration policies, from 
interrogation tactics to terrorism trials and warrantless 
surveillance. 
    Those are some of the known issues. Even Holder doesn't 
know what he'll find when he looks at secret memos in the Justice 
Department Office of Legal Counsel. 
   Holder also will have to rehabilitate a department that under 
President George W. Bush was criticized for injecting politics in 
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hiring career officials and firings of U.S. attorneys. He'll have to 
decide whether to prosecute Justice Department officials who 
may have violated the law in some of those policies and tactics. 
   Holder also could reverse Bush's orders to former aides not to 
testify before Congress on their private discussions on the U.S. 
attorney firings. 
    To the satisfaction of Democrats and consternation of some 
Republicans, Holder told his confirmation hearing, 
"Waterboarding is torture." The statement about an interrogation 
technique that simulates drowning was an important signal of a 
policy change from Bush's view that the tactic was legal and not 
torture.  
Obama issued an executive order to close the U.S. detention 
center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, within a year. He also created a 
special task force, co-chaired by the attorney general and the 
secretary of defense, to review detainee policy going forward. 
The group will consider policy options for apprehension, 
detention, trial, transfer or release of detainees and report to the 
president within 180 days.  
    One of Holder's most intriguing missions will be to review the 
Office of Legal Counsel, whose lawyers justified the use of 
controversial interrogation tactics and viewed themselves as 
attorneys for the White House.  
   The Justice Department's inspector general, in a report on the 
removal of nine U.S. attorneys, said the legal counsel's office — 
in effect — thumbed its nose at department internal investigators 
and refused to provide a crucial document. The office stated the 
White House counsel's office directed it not to provide the 
information.  
   Holder also said he would review why career prosecutors in 
Washington decided not to prosecute the former head of the 
department's Civil Rights Division.  
   An inspector general's report last month found that Bradley 
Schlozman, the former head of the division, misled lawmakers 
about whether he politicized hiring decisions.  
   The three former top aides to Bush — Karl Rove, Harriet Miers 
and Josh Bolten — have declined to testify about the U.S. 
attorney firings on orders from Bush while he still was in office. 
Rove and Miers at the time were former aides, raising the 
question of whether White House aides no longer in government 
could be compelled to testify.  
   If Obama reverses Bush's policy, it would create a new legal 
issue: whether a former president's order against testifying would 
still be valid.  
   Holder also will likely review civil liberties issues including 
warrantless surveillance, and he has said he will re-examine a 
ruling by former Attorney General Michael Mukasey that 
immigrants facing deportation do not have a right to government-
provided lawyers. 
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090203/...r_confirmation 
 

09/01/30    2 gun bills are likely to set off flurry of debate - 
Texas 
  AUSTIN — Michael Guzman uses his concealed handgun 
license to carry a lightweight stainless steel .45-caliber pistol for 
self-defense. 
   The 25-year-old Texas State University senior, a former 
Marine, takes his Kimber Ultra Carry II firearm just about 

everywhere — except school. State law  prohibits him from 
bringing the firearm on campus.  
   Guzman would like to see that change this year, and legislators 
appear to be listening.  
   Lawmakers are drafting bills — one to authorize the ability to 
carry a gun on campus and another to allow licensed handgun 
owners to openly carry their weapons — that likely will be the 
most hotly debated among several pieces of gun-related 
legislation to be considered this session.  
   Guzman wants the ability to carry a gun on campus for security 
reasons. 
   “I feel that a woman who's been in a violent relationship or 
going through a divorce, the crazy ex-husband shouldn't be given 
a guarantee,” said Guzman, president of Students for Concealed 
Carry on Campus, one of several groups seeking to influence 
lawmakers on gun legislation. “This will level the odds.” 
     Not every student agrees. The University of Texas at Austin's 
student government overwhelmingly passed a resolution 
supporting the campus' gun ban and calling on “elected officials 
in Texas to oppose attempts to eliminate campus weapons bans.” 
Two Republicans who've championed Second Amendment issues 
are pledging to file bills on the subject.  
   But for Ian McCarthy, a 22-year-old online marketing 
entrepreneur in Austin, the issue of carrying concealed guns on 
campus ranks behind the ability to openly carry one.  
   His beef is with a law that prevents Texans from being able to 
openly tote their pistols. At present, people with handgun permits 
have to keep their weapons concealed.  
   “We think that everyone who can legally own a gun should be 
able to carry openly,” McCarthy said. “Criminals want an easy 
target. When they see you can fight back they're' going to go 
somewhere else.” 
    McCarthy is a member of the national pro-gun group — 
OpenCarry.org — advocating the change in Texas law. The 
group, which has raised more than $10,000 online to buy radio 
and billboard ads across the state, also says it has collected more 
than 53,000 Texas signatures in an online petition spearheaded 
by McCarthy. 
   And while Guzman and McCarthy represent different grass-
roots gun movements, the two share one thing in common: Their 
causes have grabbed the attention of gun advocates across the 
state and legislators. 
   Rep. Debbie Riddle, R-Tomball, is in the process of drafting 
open-carry legislation. Riddle she declined to comment. 
    Of the two issues, the ability to carry a concealed gun on 
campus is expected to evoke more emotion. 
   Discussion over guns on college campuses burst on the national 
scene two years ago, sparked by the fatal shootings of 32 students 
at Virginia Tech. 
   Since then, 17 states have introduced legislation to allow 
students and faculty to pack heat on campus. None has passed.  
   In Texas, state Sen. Jeff Wentworth, R-San Antonio, is 
preparing a concealed carry on campus bill. He refers to the 
proposed measure as a “safety protection bill” for students and 
faculty.  
   “I don't want to wake up one morning and hear on the news that 
some madman went on a Texas campus and picked off Texas 
students like sitting ducks,” he said.  
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    A House interim study conducted by the Law Enforcement 
Committee — which noted that only 11 U.S. universities allow 
concealed guns on campus — recommended passage of such a 
measure. The committee's chairman, Rep. Joe Driver, has also 
said he's going to author a campus gun bill of his own. 
    It wouldn't be the first time the Legislature considered such a 
bill. In 1997 and 1999, Rep. Suzanna Hupp authored similar 
legislation. Both bills died.  
   Gov. Rick Perry is among those who support the idea of letting 
adult students, who are licensed to carry handguns, bring their 
pistols to campus as a means of potentially protecting themselves 
or others. 
   But the issue has been met with staunch opposition from gun-
control advocates, university officials, campus law enforcement 
and some lawmakers.  
   “I don't want to return to a 19th-century Wild West urban 
atmosphere for Texas,” said state Rep. Lon Burnam, D-Forth 
Worth. He added: “I oppose both concealed carry on campus and 
open carry but psychologically open carry is the worst by far 
because of the implications it has when you're walking down the 
street.”  
   While the concealed carry on campus initiative has strong 
support from the powerful gun lobby, the same can't immediately 
be said for the open carry issue. The gun lobby at the Texas 
Capitol already has its agenda set for the session, and open carry 
isn't on the list.  
    High on this session's agenda for gun advocates is a push to 
allow licensed Texans the ability to stow a handgun inside their 
locked vehicle while in a company parking lot or garage. 
http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/politics/texas_legislature/38
679537.html 
 

09/01/30    Political Change Sparks Ammo Sales Surge 
Gun Dealers Say Shoppers Fear New Laws 
   OMAHA, Neb. - Gun buyers and sellers said there's been an 
increase in ammunition sales across the country and they think it's 
because of the political shift in Washington. 
   "If I could get lots of cases, people would be stocking up on 
cases of ammo," said Derry Hartsock of Canfield's Sporting 
Goods, where ammunition sales have surged. 
   He said the store has begun putting limits on how much 
ammunition customers can buy in order to prevent shortages. The 
limits only include specific brands. 
  "We've hard to cut back and limit these to like five boxes per 
person," Hartsock said. 
   Hartsock said ammunition sales are outpacing the months 
before Y2K and the months after 9/11. 
    He said the increases sales are all about politics and the fears 
among many gun owners that the President Barack Obama and 
the Democrats in Congress will impose restrictions on firearms. 
    "With the current administration in there, a lot of people have 
been selected for the government," he said. "They're very anti-
gun and I guarantee you, that's a huge part of it." 
   "It worries me," said gun owner Trevor Millikan. "I don't want 
to lose the stuff that I have." 
    Millikan said all of his guns are registered and he only uses 
them for recreation, but he wants to make sure the laws don't 
change. 

   "I'd say join your NRA and support it the best you can and hope 
for the best," Millikan said. 
    Hartsock said he shares Millikan's hopes, even though the fear 
of restrictions has boosted Canfield's profits. 
    "Two years ago, this (ammunition) would have sold for about 
$3 a box and now, around town, you'll find it for more like $7," 
Hartsock said. http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/28922720/ 
 
 

09/01/29   Weapons cache seized from ex-cop 
    FRAPolitical Change Sparks Ammo Sales SurgeNKLIN 
TOWNSHIP, N.J. - January 29, 2009 -- State police seized 
nearly 260 guns and 500,000 rounds of ammunition from a four-
acre site owned by a retired Vineland police officer.  
   The weapons and ammunition were found Tuesday in Brian 
Hinkel's house, two outbuildings and a buried septic tank 
outfitted as a bunker. A live grenade also found at the property in 
Franklin Township, Gloucester County, was detonated, and 
forklifts were used to move about a dozen pallets of ammunition.  
   State police Sgt. Stephen Jones said authorities were trying to 
determine why Hinkel had so many weapons and so much 
ammunition, as well as whether any of those items were stolen or 
prohibited. Hinkel has not yet been charged in connection with 
the weapons or ammunition, but could faces charges soon.  
    Two state police troopers had gone to Hinkel's home Monday 
as part of a burglary investigation, Jones said Thursday. After 
speaking with Hinkel, the troopers told him they wanted to take 
him back to their office for further questioning. 
    The 59-year-old man asked if he could get a jacket from his 
home, and all three men went inside. Hinkel then allegedly 
grabbed a loaded .45-caliber handgun. One of the two troopers 
subdued him and the pair soon noticed other firearms in the 
residence, Jones said. 
   Hinkel was charged with three count of aggravated assault on a 
police officer, and later released on $10,000 bail. He did not 
immediately respond to a telephone. 
http://abclocal.go.com/wpvi/story?section=news/local&id=66308
88 
 

09/01/29   Underground Bunker Hid Part of Huge Arsenal 
  Flames shot into the air as New Jersey State Police destroyed 
gunpowder found, they say, with a haul so huge they needed 
forklifts and a box truck to take it all away. 
     State police seized what they think is the largest cache of 
firearms and ammunition most of them have ever seen. 
     It was found in a house, two trailers and even an underground 
bunker on a piece of property in rural Franklin Twp., Gloucester 
County, State Police said. 
    Investigators say they discovered more than 250 guns, a hand 
grenade and close to 500,000 rounds of ammunition. 
    “Gun shops don’t have half-a-million rounds,” said Detective 
Sgt. Mike Peterson with N.J. State Police. 
    State police say an investigation into two recent burglaries in 
Salem County led them to the property on Monday. 
    That’s when police say they encountered the homeowner, 59-
year-old Brian Hinkel, a former Vineland Police Officer. 
    “He tried to slam the door on our detectives and we were able 
to follow him into the house. He ran into the kitchen and grabbed 
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a loaded handgun off the kitchen counter and our detectives were 
able to disarm him at that point and place him under arrest,” 
explained Sgt. Stephen Jones with the State Police. 
Hinkel was charged with assaulting a police officer. 
   Authorities say several guns were visible in the house. After 
getting a warrant, a full-fledged search began on Tuesday and 
continued into Thursday. 
   Neighbor Antoinette Ragone, who saw what police hauled 
away, was   stunned. “I’m shocked and I’m upset because I live 
here, I have a 14-year-old son, 15-year-old nephew with me.” 
   State police say the evidence they found connected Hinkel to 
two men charged with the burglaries. One of those men has been 
arrested. The other, Peter Monteleone, Jr., is still on the loose 
according to investigators. 
    Why would a former police officer have an arsenal like that? 
“We do believe he had a firearms purchase permit and he was 
legally able to possess firearms, but whether or not the firearms 
themselves are legal is a different question,” said Sgt. Jones. 
    Hinkel was free on Thursday after posting 10-thousand dollars 
bail.  Authorities say the process of sorting and identifying 
everything they found could take days. 
http://www.nbcphiladelphia.com/news/local/Underground-
Bunker-Hid-Huge-Arsenal.html 

 
09/01/26    Concealed Carry Permits Are Life Savers  
By Mr. Stearns, a Republican, represents the 6th District of 

Florida in the U.S. House of Representatives. 

  The right to bear arms is more than a Constitutional right: every 
human being has the natural unalienable right to self-defense. 
Cicero said 2,000 years ago, “If our lives are endangered by plots 
or violence or armed robbers or enemies, any and every method 
of protecting ourselves is morally right.”  
   The U.S. Constitution, the constitutions of 44 states, common 
law, and the laws of all 50 states recognize the right to use arms 
in self-defense. Right to carry laws respect the right to self-
defense by allowing individuals to carry concealed firearms for 
their own protection. 
   So many liberal politicians and self-appointed experts want to 
keep honest Americans from having access to firearms, even 
though, since 2003, in states which allow concealed carry, violent 
crime rates have been lower than anytime since the mid-1970s. 
The reverse logic of this "knee jerk" reaction is astounding and 
has lead to an outright assault on our basic Constitutional and 
natural rights.  These misguided policies to keep firearms out of 
the hands of law-abiding citizens literally mean a death sentence 
for thousands of Americans. 
    Look at the facts.  According to a study by criminologist Gary 
Kleck of Florida State University, “[R]obbery and assault victims 
who used a gun to resist were less likely to be attacked or to 
suffer an injury than those who used any other methods of self-
protection or those who did not resist at all.” In approximately 
2.5 million instances each year, someone uses a firearm, 
predominantly a handgun, for self defense in this nation.   
    In research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Justice, in 
which almost 2,000 felons were interviewed, 34% of felons said 
they had been “scared off, shot at, wounded or captured by an 
armed victim" and 40% of these criminals admitted that they had 
been deterred from committing a crime out of fear that the 

potential victim was armed.  
    Allowing law-abiding people to arm themselves offers more 
than piece of mind for those individuals -- it pays off for 
everybody through lower crime rates.  Statistics from the FBI’s 
Uniformed Crime Report of 2007 show that states with right-to-
carry laws have a 30% lower homicide rate, 46% lower robbery, 
and 12% lower aggravated assault rate and a 22% lower overall 
violent crime rate than do states without such laws.  That is why 
more and more states have passed right-to-carry laws over the 
past decade.   
   In 1987, my home state of Florida enacted a “shall issue” law 
that has become the model for other states. Anti-gun groups, 
politicians and the news media predicted the new law would lead 
to vigilante justice and “Wild West” shootouts on every corner.  
     But since adopting a concealed carry law Florida’s total 
violent crime rate has dropped 32% and its homicide rate has 
dropped 58%. Floridians, except for criminals, are safer due to 
this law. And Florida is not alone. Texas’ violent crime rate has 
dropped 20% and homicide rate has dropped 31%, since 
enactment of its 1996 carry law. 
     Another study makes the moral case for expanding and 
enhancing right-to-carry laws.  A report by John Lott, Jr. and 
David Mustard of the University of Chicago released in 1996 
found "that allowing citizens to carry concealed weapons deters 
violent crimes and it appears to produce no increase in accidental 
deaths."  Further, the Lott-Mustard study noted, "If those states 
which did not have right-to-carry concealed gun provisions had 
adopted them in 1992, approximately 1,570 murders; 4,177 
rapes; and over 60,000 aggravate assaults would have been 
avoided yearly."   
    Think about it.  Nearly 8,000 of our fellow citizens have died 
between 1992 and 1996 because of the irrational fear that law-
abiding Americans would abuse their right to self defense. In fact 
concealed carry permit holders are more law-abiding than the rest 
of the public. For example, Florida, which has issued more carry 
permits than any state has issued 1.36 million permits, but 
revoked only 165 (0.01%) due to gun crimes by permit-holders.  
   Laws allowing the concealed carrying of a firearm are on the 
books in 48 states, in some form.  Two-thirds of Americans live 
in states with right-to-carry laws, their respective state houses and 
governors recognizing their fundamental right to self-defense. 
But let me pose a question.  Should your natural right to self 
defense and your Constitutional right to bear arms end when you 
cross a state line?  I think not. 
   That is why I, along with Representative Rich Boucher (D-Va.) 
introduced H.R. 197, the National Right-to-Carry Reciprocity 
Act.  Our legislation proposes a federal law that would entitle any 
person with a valid state-issued concealed carry permit to carry in 
any other state, as follows: In a state that issues carry permits, its 
laws would apply. In states that don’t issue carry permits, the 
Federal law providing a "bright-line" standard would permit 
carrying in places other than police stations; courthouses; public 
polling places; meetings of state, county, or municipal governing 
bodies; schools; passenger areas of airports; etc. The bright-light 
standard in itself is not a license -- the individual would still have 
to possess a valid state permit issued by their state of residence.  
It doesn't make sense to me for Americans to forfeit their safety 
because they happen to be on vacation or on a business trip.  This 
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legislation would greatly enhance the safety of this nation's ever-
increasing mobile society.  
   As Thomas Jefferson wrote, "No free man shall ever be 
debarred the use of arms."  Our society is a violent society.  
However, the innocent deserve access to the tools they need to 
defend themselves.  By passing H.R. 197, we can help reduce the 
carnage wrought by armed criminals.  Let's give those who 
decide to take the responsibility of possessing a concealed carry 
permit a fighting chance anywhere in America. 
http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=30405 

 
09/01/24   Why I will vote 'no' on Holder 
  John Barrasso is a Republican senator from Wyoming 
Perspective 
    In Wyoming, we don't ask for much from Washington. We do 
ask that Washington limit its intrusion on our land, water and 
especially our Second Amendment rights. That's not a lot to ask 
in the grand scheme of Washington, but it is critically important 
to the constituents who sent me to fight for them. 
   President Barack Obama has nominated Eric Holder to serve as 
the United States Attorney General. During the Bill Clinton 
administration, Holder served as Janet Reno's Deputy Attorney 
General from 1997-2001. Deputy Attorney General Holder was 
on record supporting a long list of proposals to limit the Second 
Amendment rights of American citizens. He supported a three-
day waiting period for handgun purchases, one-gun-a-month 
purchasing limits, licensing and registering of all gun owners, 
mandatory so-called smart gun technology and regulating gun 
shows out of existence. 
   During the last years of the Clinton administration, Holder was 
involved in the Department of Justice's attempt to use heavy-
handed lawsuit threats against firearms manufacturers. 
Washington moved forward with their suits against gun 
manufacturers that did not comply with their so-called safety 
standards. Smith & Wesson was the only company that agreed to 
the demands. As a result, gun owners throughout the country 
boycotted Smith & Wesson for giving in to Washington and the 
gun control lobby. 
   In an Oct. 25, 2001, Washington Post column titled "Keeping 
Guns Away from Terrorists," Holder argued that every firearm 
transaction should be regulated by Washington. His proposal 
would have required a son that inherited his father's shotgun to 
conduct a background check if the son decided to put it on the 
market. Holder's proposal was a backdoor attempt to regulate and 
shut down lawful gun shows by linking private gun sales to future 
terrorist attacks. 
   In January 2008, Eric Holder joined Janet Reno in a brief to the 
Supreme Court saying that Second Amendment rights do not 
apply to individual citizens. That brief argued that the Second 
Amendment "does not protect firearms possession or use that is 
unrelated to participation in a well-regulated militia." The 
Supreme Court ruled otherwise by affirming the individual right 
to possess and bear arms.  
   As Wyoming's United States Senator, I take very seriously the 
responsibility to protect and defend our right to keep and bear 
arms. President Obama has every right to nominate Eric Holder 
to be Attorney General. I have the duty to closely review the 
nominee's qualifications and philosophy on issues that are 

important to all Americans. 
   During Holder's Senate Judiciary Committee hearing he stated 
that gun control is not on this administration's agenda. He also 
said that he still supports regulating private gun sales, banning 
ammunition and semi-automatic assault weapons. Given Holder's 
career of attacks on the Second Amendment, his nomination 
continues to be of great concern to me. I am not convinced his 
philosophy on the Second Amendment is acceptable to the people 
of Wyoming and gun owners across the United States. 
    Agendas and intentions can change quickly. Our nation's 
highest law enforcement officer must be committed to protecting 
and defending our individual rights to keep and bear arms. I 
intend to vote no on the nomination of Eric Holder. 
http://www.trib.com/articles/2009/01/24/editorial/forum/852208f
84cd9067d8725754700658696.txt 
  

09/01/23    The ‘Loophole’ 
     Recently the state Crime Commission deadlocked over 
whether to recommend closing the so-called gun-show loophole. 
The issue has become a perennial at the General Assembly, 
which is considering the matter once again this year. Once again, 
legislators should vote no. 
     Licensed firearms dealers -- those who buy and sell guns as a 
business -- are required to conduct background checks on 
prospective buyers. The "loophole" in question refers to the fact 
that individuals selling guns from their own private collection do 
not have to -- either within gun-show venues, or in the parking 
lot, or in their own homes. 
      Gun-control advocates often muddy the issue by referring to 
"unlicensed dealers" at gun shows, of which there are indeed 
many. They sell holsters, flashlights, hunting knives, T-shirts, 
books, gun safes -- even jewelry. But an unlicensed dealer who 
sold guns as a business would invite felony charges under federal 
law. 
   Gun-control advocates also suggest, albeit with scant evidence, 
that gun shows supply a significant share of the weapons used in 
crime. Federal data indicate otherwise. According to the Bureau 
of Justice Statistics report, "Firearm Use by Offenders," only 
about 1 percent of guns used in crimes come from gun shows. In 
fact, most crime guns -- 57 percent -- come from just 1 percent of 
licensed dealers. Federal and state law-enforcement agencies 
should come down on those renegade dealers like a ton of bricks. 
    Another study, by the FBI concerning attacks on law-
enforcement officials, found that 97 percent of the offenders had 
procured their weapons through illegal means. Private sales 
among the hunters and target-shooting enthusiasts who frequent 
gun shows are simply not a significant source of weapons used in 
crimes. 
    Gun shows, then, are not the real issue -- except to those who 
recoil viscerally at the sight of large numbers of firearms in one 
place. Referring to a "gun-show loophole" muddies the issue by 
implying, falsely, that individuals can sell or buy guns freely and 
without background checks only at gun shows. In fact, they can 
do so many places. 
    The real issue, in fact, is incidental firearms sales by private 
individuals -- whether at gun shows or anywhere else. 
    Now there is an argument to be made that any such sales 
should be more tightly regulated, perhaps even recorded and 
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reported to the authorities -- just as home and car sales are. Over 
time, that would amount to de facto firearm registration. Some 
gun-control advocates say that is not their wish. But given the 
weaknesses in the case for closing the gun-show loophole, one 
has to wonder.  
http://www.timesdispatch.com/rtd/news/opinion/editorials/article/
EDGUNSHOW_20090122%1E182902/186092/ 

 
09/01/22   Maryland Hunters oppose changes in Howard laws 
    Hunters filled a Howard County Council hearing room in 
Ellicott City last night, determined to oppose changes in local 
hunting laws that they consider too restrictive.  
    A bill by County Executive Ken Ulman, co-sponsored by four 
of the five County Council members, was prompted by an 
incident in December in which a deer hunter's shot shattered a 
Clarksville day care center's picture window 277 yards away.  
   No one was injured, and the hunter, Richard Vernon Hoenes 
Jr., 41, was beyond the 150-yard safety zone required by state 
law. But Ulman said he wanted stronger county hunting laws to 
prevent a recurrence. 
    Before testimony began, Councilman Greg Fox said that 
several provisions to which hunters objected would be changed 
by amendment. 
"We have moved in more of a compromise direction," Fox said. 
    Ray Givens, president of the Washington County Federation of 
Sportsmen's Clubs, said, "I object to all of it. This is an isolated 
incident; to anybody's knowledge, it's never happened before. 
They're going to portray it as a safety bill, but it is an anti-hunting 
bill in disguise." 
    Wendy Donahoo, president of the Maryland Sportsmen 
Association, said in prepared testimony that she wants the 150-
yard state safety zone continued. 
   Jennifer Grill, a wildlife spokesewoman for Animal Advocates, 
a private Howard County group that works to protect animals, 
supports the bill. 
    "This is not a hunting bill," she said. "This is a safety issue that 
affects all of Howard County. The 150-yard rule is antiquated," 
in a county where the population has doubled since it was written. 
   County prosecutors were expected to drop a charge of negligent 
hunting lodged against Hoenes by the state Department of 
Natural Resources. The trial had been scheduled for District 
Court today, said Senior Assistant State's Attorney Brendan J. 
Clary. 
    The county could not prove that Hoenes "willfully" shot out 
the window, as the law requires. Hoenes was also charged with 
failing to register his deer kill within 24 hours, and Clary said he 
has paid a $250 fine. 
      The Ulman administration bill calls for doubling to 300 yards 
the safety zone for discharging a firearm. If a hunter is in a tree 
stand at least 10 feet off the ground, however, the current 150-
yard limit would prevail. The bill also would ban firing if any 
structure is within the weapon's maximum range, which hunters 
say can vary based on the ammunition or other factors. 
http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/local/howard/bal-
md.ho.deer22jan22,0,7835779.story 

 
09/01/22    Salazar cites ethical lapses at Interior Dept. 

     WASHINGTON - Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said 
Thursday the department has been "painted unfairly" because of 
ethical lapses and criminal activity among some past political 
appointees. 
In his first address to department workers, Salazar vowed to lead 
with "openness in decision-making, high ethical standards and 
respect to scientific integrity." 
   "We will ensure Interior Department decisions are based on 
sound    science and the public interest and not special interests," 
declared Salazar, alluding to complaints that the Bush 
administration frequently ignored science in favor of a political 
agenda and fostered cozy relationships between officials and 
energy industries. 
   The former Colorado senator told employees gathered in the 
department's auditorium and in offices across the country: "This 
department has suffered because of ethical lapses and criminal 
activity at the highest level." 
    "There has been a picture of the department that has been 
painted unfairly on the backs of career employees because of 
actions by political appointees ... and that era is now changing 
and it starts today," said Salazar, prompting a long round of 
applause. 
"We will hold people accountable. We expect people to be 
accountable ... and not tolerate these kind of lapses," he said. 
     Salazar mentioned no specific misconduct. But various 
investigations in recent years have revealed conflicts of interest 
by high-ranking Interior officials, prompting the resignations of a 
former deputy secretary and an assistant deputy secretary, as well 
as misconduct in an office overseeing oil leases. 
   There have been complaints from environmentalists, members 
of Congress , and privately by career employees of the 
department , that the views of department scientists often were 
ignored on such issues as protecting endangered species, offshore 
drilling management of parks and other federal lands. 
   Salazar, 53, who comes from a ranching family of fifth-
generation Colorado Hispanics, takes the helm of a department 
that oversees one-fifth of America's land , about a half-billion 
acres , from national parks and wilderness areas to millions of 
acres used for grazing and energy development. 
   Those who work at the department, said Salazar, "have a sacred 
trust to protect, conserve and enhance these treasures." 
    But Salazar made clear he is not about to turn his back on 
energy development, calling the need to move toward greater 
energy independence "an absolute imperative of our time." 
     While the country must address global warming, he said, "we 
cannot move forward by turning off the lights and turning off 
coal-burning power plants." He said it's important to develop 
ways to capture carbon dioxide, the leading gas linked to climate 
change, from coal. 
  While outlining broad priorities, Salazar stayed away from 
specifics. 
    He said he planed to "take a look at" a broad five-year offshore 
oil drilling plan crafted last week by the Bush administration, 
indicating he likely will be receptive to scaling it back. Salazar 
emphasized, as he did during his Senate confirmation hearing, 
that some additional areas offshore should be open to drilling but 
that "there are places we ought not to drill." The Bush proposal 
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was issued as a draft with an understanding the new secretary 
could reject or significantly change it. 
     Would he consider reversing a decision made in the final 
weeks of the Bush administration to allow people to carry loaded 
firearms in the national parks, a U.S. Park Service employee 
asked, noting that park rangers already face a variety of dangers. 
    "We'll take a look at that ... I don't have an answer on that right 
now," replied Salazar, recounting that on his Colorado ranch "I 
always had a sense of comfort when I had my gun with me." 
   Asked what 11th-hour regulations from the Bush era that he 
might want to change, Salazar said he wasn't prepared "to say 
what we're going to do with any of them at this point." 
   Obama, as one of his first actions as president, issued an 
executive order to freeze government-wide those regulations still 
in the pipeline, including a number involving the Interior 
Department, until they could be reviewed. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/wires/ap/news/nation/washington/ca
binet/38168364.html 

 
09/01/21    Pregnant Woman Hit By Stray Bullet Delivers 
Baby 
  NEVILLE TOWNSHIP, Pa. -- A pregnant woman who was 
accidentally shot in August while riding on a motorcycle on 
Neville Island has given birth.  
   Alisa Musser, 26, of Pittsburgh's Knoxville neighborhood, was 
shot in the torso by a stray bullet while riding on a motorcycle 
with her friend on Aug. 2. The two were at the Interstate 79 off 
ramp on Neville Island when Musser felt a sharp pain in her 
abdomen.  
On Monday, Musser gave birth at Magee Women's Hospital to 
Scarlett, who weighed in at 7 pounds 11 ounces.  
    Musser, who was four months pregnant at the time of the 
shooting, went to a Pittsburgh-area hospital, where the doctor 
told her that she had been hit with a bullet.  
"I just wanted her to be OK," said Musser. "I just wanted to see 
her as soon as possible. If I had been more pregnant, I wouldn't 
have been pregnant anymore."  
   Martin Patterson, 47, of Ambridge, turned himself in to 
authorities and was released on his own recognizance following 
his arraignment.  
   "I am very sorry this accident had to happen," Patterson told 
Channel 11 News.  
For some reason, police said Patterson, who was shooting at the 
Coraopolis Sportsman's Club's shooting range, shot high and over 
the large backdrop. The range is less than a mile from where 
Musser was hit.  
   Police said the round that struck Musser was a Russian Wolf 
.223, which according to ballistic tests, was similar in style to 
Patterson's rifle.  
   "He is 47 years old, an adult," said Trooper Robin Mungo of 
the Pennsylvania State Police. "He knows better. He knows what 
the rules and regulations are when he goes to a range. You go to a 
range to target practice."  
  Patterson was initially charged with aggravated assault, but his 
lawyer is working to have the charge reduced to simple assault.  
   "I know it wasn't on purpose, but he purposefully disobeyed 
rules," said Musser. "He didn't purposefully shoot me, but he 
didn't do what he was supposed to, and I don't think someone like 

that should be allowed to own firearms, and that's the only thing 
I'm really adamant about."  
   Musser said she thinks the shooting was an accident. The 
doctor told her that her baby would be OK. Had the bullet struck 
several inches closer to her stomach, however, it might have been 
a different story.  
  "I know she was meant to be here," said Musser. "She's already 
got a nickname. It's Lucky."  
  After months of postponements, Patterson's trial date is set for 
next week. http://www.wpxi.com/news/17311408/detail.html 
 

09/01/21    Ad, Postings Urge Gun Purchases On 
Inauguration Day 
Group Pushes For "National Buy A Gun Day"  
   SPRINGDALE, Ark. -- On the eve of the inauguration of   
President-elect Barack Obama, an ad has appeared in local 
newspapers promoting Tuesday as "National Buy A Gun Day." 
That message is being echoed in online postings as well. The ad 
also claims the Obama administration could be the most anti-gun 
rights team ever elected to the White House. 
   Those behind the ad have been visiting local gun shops to 
trumpet that message as well.  
    "He said he was going to place an ad to make a statement 
about the Second Amendment and people's right to keep and bear 
arms," said Dan Mumaugh, who works at Ozark Armory, a gun 
shop in Springdale.  
     Mamaugh was referring to a person who came to the Armory 
to let workers know about the ad, and also left a simlar notice at 
the shop's entrance.  
Mumaugh said he wasn't surprised.  
     "I found it interesting and indicative of the mood of 
apparently a lot of people that are a little bit worried about what's 
going to happen," Mumaugh said.  
    The fears of Second Amendment advocates are many, 
including the possibility that an Obama administration could 
tighten gun restrictions and place higher taxes on firearms and 
ammunition. Those fears are turning into sales.  
"Folks that have been in this business for a long time, including 
the owner, says he's never seen sales as brisk and as constant as 
this," Mumaugh said.  
    The group behind the ad and the postings wants those sales to 
peak on Tuesday to make clear the wishes of gun owners.  
     "I think the Second Amendment stands on its own and we 
have Supreme Court precedent that says so," Mumaugh said.  
President-elect Obama has states that he will not take firearms 
away from gun owners. But gun rights advocates point to 
Obama's support of a ban on semi-automatic weapons when he 
was in the Illinois state legislature, as well as Vice President-elect 
Joe Biden's support for the assault weapons ban as a U.S. 
Senator.  
     But no one really knows what stance the incoming 
administration will take towards gun rights, leaving gun owners 
with a lot of uncertainty.  
   40/29 News tried to contact the group behind the ads and online 
postings, but as of Monday night, the messages had not been 
answered. 
http://www.4029tv.com/news/18516558/detail.html 
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09/01/21    UC Davis Student Challenges Gun Control On 
Campus 
    DAVIS - To some observers, incidents like the Virginia Tech 
shooting of 2007 prove the need for tighter gun control.  But to a 
growing group of students, such tragedies show that people on 
college campuses should be allowed to arm themselves for 
protection against school shooters.  UC Davis psychology major 
Brendan Chan says such protection is "crucial in the minute or so 
that it takes police officers to respond."  Chan is forming a local 
chapter of Students for Concealed Carry on Campus, a national 
organization lobbying for change in campus gun regulations.  
     "Psychologically sound individuals are very unlikely to snap," 
Chan told FOX40 Tuesday night.  "And this is even less of a 
worry considering that California State law requires a 
psychological evaluation before they can give you the concealed 
carry license." 
    FOX40 surveyed students at random on campus, and found no 
support for the idea.  But Chan says he has signed ten members to 
his local chapter so far, and received several emails from 
interested students after a story about his effort rain in Tuesday's 
edition of The California Aggie campus newspaper.   
    Currently, California law prohibits firearms on all campuses. 
http://www.fox40.com/pages/landing_local_headlines/?UC-
Davis-Student-Challenges-Gun-Control-
=1&blockID=191684&feedID=190 

 
09/01/19    Old firearms given new life by restrictive New 
York gun control laws   
  I've written before about how, when I was a New York City 
resident, I tired of the endless, intrusive and insulting process of 
applying for a pistol permit. Disgusted, I purchased a banned 
"assault weapon" on the black market. What I haven't written is 
that I also bought two pistols without a permit or registration -- 
perfectly legally. It was a purchase that would probably have 
never taken place without the perverse incentives inevitably 
created by restrictive laws.  
     For years, I stayed away from this topic because there was a 
nice, under-the-radar loophole in the law and I felt no need to 
rock the boat. It's still there, but it's not under the radar any more. 
The law allows for the red-tape-free purchase and possession of 
"antique firearms" and replicas thereof. That means guns in 
obsolete calibers for which ammunition is no longer 
manufactured. It also means muzzleloading hunting rifles. Most 
importantly, it includes cap-and-ball revolvers of the sort used 
around the middle of the       19th century. As the New York State 
Police Website puts it: 
    The Penal Law definition of antique firearm is generally 
applied to muzzle loading black powder firearms, but also applies 
to pistols or revolvers "that use fixed cartridges which are no 
longer available in the ordinary channels of commercial trade". 
    Muzzle loading pistols or revolvers do not have to be 
registered on a pistol permit if the owner never intends to fire 
them. 
If they are possessed in a loaded condition or are simply 
possessed simultaneously with the components necessary to make 
them fire, they must first be registered on a valid pistol permit. 
    Note: Should a manufacturer begin to produce ammunition for 
a pistol or revolver for which ammunition had not been available 

previously, that weapon no longer meets the criteria of an antique 
weapon and is required to be registered. A pistol or revolver, 
regardless of age, when possessed with the ammunition necessary 
to make it discharge, is required to be registered. 
   This rare (in New York) oasis of relative freedom in a sea of 
overregulation survives in the Empire State largely because 
nobody ever had much reason to take notice. Criminals don't 
need to mess with loose gunpowder, percussion caps, lead bullets 
and grease. They just go to the black market and buy whatever 
modern weapons suit their fancy. So, frankly, does most 
everybody else. The usual estimate of illegal firearms in New 
York City is two million, as jaded urbanites apply the same 
attitude to gun control that has seen them through Prohibition, 
vice laws, the war on drugs and the rest of the regulatory state. 
But for people squeamish about illicit transactions and just 
looking for some insurance to keep in the nightstand, a cap-and-
ball revolver might well do the job. 
    And there are some very nice working reproductions of Civil 
War-era guns available at very reasonable prices. 
   The opportunity for self defense provided by the muzzleloading 
exception to New York's byzantine gun laws has long been a 
matter of quiet understanding. The gun shop in which I purchased 
my (modern) pistol and started the legal paperwork for a permit 
so I could take the thing home had a small display case facing the 
main case of modern weapons. The smaller case contained 
modern reproductions of Colt, Remington and similar revolvers 
of the sort that won the West before anybody thought of 
wrapping the stuff that goes "bang" in a copper or brass tube to 
make it easier to handle. These revolvers take longer to load than 
their descendants, but once loaded, they function pretty much like 
today's guns. 
   While would-be gun buyers (inevitably) fumed over the hassle 
and expense of getting a modern weapon within the rules set by 
New York City (where the powerful are given special 
consideration for permits -- or bodyguards), these blast-from-the-
past alternatives sat there, offering another option. Nobody said 
anything, but ... There can't be that many Civil War buffs in 
Manhattan. 
   I didn't buy my cap-and-ball guns at the store, because the 
frustration set in while I was at home. Besides, I wasn't going to 
pay New York prices if I could help it. So I mail-ordered what I 
wanted with no fuss. 
   Of course, New York's legal exception applied only so long as 
the guns were kept as paperweights. Bring ammo into the picture 
and the "loophole" goes away. But once you have the iron at 
home, what do the authorities know? And with my strictly under-
the-table "assault weapon" purchase, I wasn't pretending to be 
law-abiding. In fact, I was on a sock-it-to-the-state tear. 
     So I bought percussion caps and bullets too. Gunpowder was 
another matter. It wasn't hard to find, but it was a tad more 
regulated than lead balls and I didn't want to raise any red flags. I 
actually improvised my own at first (it worked fine) before 
buying the real stuff outside the city. 
    And there I was, well-heeled with little fuss. 
  Oddly enough, I chuckled over the matter with a few Europeans 
about a year after the fact, and a Hungarian told me that the law 
was almost identical back in his home country. He said he knew 
plenty of people who didn't want to bother with the authorities or 
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the black market, but who were packing like it was 1859. (A 
quick check reveals that Hungarian law still parallels New York 
antique-gun regulations.) 
   Unfortunately, last year, one of the twisted control freaks who 
infest elected offices in and around New York City got his 
knickers in a bunch over the antique-gun exception. In one of 
those statistical rolls of the dice, a New York State trooper was 
wounded with a black-powder rifle around the same time some 
guy was found with a muzzleloader on a college campus. That's 
two incidents in a state of 20 million people. In terms of things 
worth worrying about, that should have ranked up there with 
sewer gators coming up through your toilet and biting you on the 
ass. But this is New York. Assemblyman Michael N. Gianaris 
decided that antique guns are a threat to the public safety. 
    Ironically, Gianaris touts his Greek heritage in the first line of 
his official biography. The Greek government admits that the 
country's not-so-submissive population of fewer than 11 million 
people own 1.5 million illegal guns. You gotta wonder how 
Gianaris would fare in the old country. 
    So far, Gianaris's attempt to disarm the 19th century (and its 
admirers) hasn't gone anywhere. That's probably because of the 
loud screams raised by New York's many museums and historical 
reenactors, who fear felony charges for any mistakes they may 
make while licensing and registering their extensive collections 
of wall-hangers. 
Welcome to our world. 
    But Gianaris and some breathless press coverage about 
"deadly" black-powder guns have let the cat out of the bag. New 
Yorkers may or may not continue to be able to arm themselves 
with the finest defense technology available to Ulysses S. Grant, 
but they're no longer operating under the radar. 
     Besides, New Yorkers have better options. Until the law 
changes for the (less restrictive) better, one way or another, that 
sizeable minority of New York City residents who want to 
exercise the right to self defense can take advantage of one of the 
better black markets in the country. Really, anything is offered 
for sale -- much of it at pretty good prices. Most people looking 
for a gun in that city -- and unwilling to subject themselves to the 
intrusion, expense and arbitrary permit withdrawals of the legal 
process -- do exactly that.  
     In all things, liberty finds a way around the law. 
 But it's still interesting to reflect on the weird holes in the law 
left by yet another effort to impose draconian restrictions on 
disfavored activities and objects by government officials who 
know what they don't like -- even if they don't understand it in the 
least. Overregulation always produces defiance and illicit 
markets. But sometimes it also produces oddities, like new life 
for antique technology. 
http://www.examiner.com/x-536-Civil-Liberties-
Examiner~y2009m1d19-How-New-York-City-gave-new-life-to-
old-guns 
 

09/01/15   Millville man faces murder charges after pleading 
guilty to illegally possessing weapon 
    BRIDGETON -- A 24-year-old city man facing murder 
charges relating to the 2006 shooting death of Brian Pritchett in 
Millville pleaded guilty Tuesday to illegal firearms possession for 

an incident which occurred less than two weeks after Pritchett 
was shot dead.  
     Although his attorney advised him against it, Edward Dawkins 
admitted in court Tuesday that, on Jan. 4, 2007, he was in 
possession of a handgun in “a public place” in Bridgeton. 
Because Dawkins had a prior criminal record, he was not 
permitted to own or carry a firearm.  
At some point, Bridgeton police approached Dawkins, who 
attempted to get rid of the weapon and flee.  
    The incident occurred after Pritchett's homicide on Dec. 22, 
2006, but prior to Dawkins' arrest in connection with the crime.  
Dawkins faces 3 to 5 years in prison for illegal possession of a 
weapon when he is sentenced February 27.  
    Pritchett, 22, was shot dead on Mulberry Street in what 
prosecutors believe was a burglary and robbery which turned into 
a murder.  
    Also charged with murder in connection with Pritchett's death 
is 31-year-old Raheem Williams of Bridgeton.  
     Dawkins is described in jail records as a confirmed member of 
the Bloods street gang, while Williams is said to be a “Bloods 
associate.”  
    Both men face 30 years to life in prison if convicted of murder. 
http://www.nj.com/south/index.ssf/2009/01/millville_man_faces_
murder_cha.html 

 
09/01/15   Law may have been broken with goose hunt, 
official says 
      A recent controversial goose hunt in a Beaver County park 
possibly violated federal regulations against hunting waterfowl in 
baited areas, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service said. 
   But the agency noted that it would be difficult to determine 
retroactively whether geese were attracted to the hunting area in 
Bradys Run Park because people had been feeding them in 
violation of posted regulations. 
   "The conclusion we came to is that that area could have been 
considered baited," Neil Mendelsohn, senior special agent in the 
agency's Office of Law Enforcement, said in an interview. 
    "If these birds that are being fed are being lured in as a result 
of the feeding that these people are doing, then that would be 
considered, yeah, a baited area and hunting would be prohibited 
in that area," Mr. Mendelsohn said. 
   Prohibited, that is, until the area is cleared of all feed and 
closed for 10 days prior to the hunt, in line with what federal 
regulations dictate. 
   No closure happened, despite a warning from the New Jersey-
based Coalition to Prevent the Destruction of Canada Geese, 
which asked the county to call off the hunt last month because of 
specific concerns about baiting. 
   Rebecca Reid, a North Sider with the Voices for Animals of 
Western Pennsylvania, which opposed the hunt, approved of Mr. 
Mendelsohn's comments. 
   "I'm pleased with that reaction," Ms. Reid said. 
   "The way I see it, we can suppose that [the county] genuinely 
felt they were doing something legal last time, but now that 
they've been informed, there's an issue we would expect them 
next time to act within the confines of the law," Ms. Reid added. 
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    The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Office of Law 
Enforcement has a Web site about waterfowl hunting and baiting 
which states: 
   "Many people feed waterfowl for the pleasure of bird watching. 
It is illegal to hunt waterfowl in an area where such feeding has 
occurred that could lure or attract migratory game birds to, on, or 
over, any area where hunters are attempting to take them. 
   "The 10-day rule applies to such areas, and any salt, grain or 
feed must be gone 10 days before hunting." 
   Proving that Bradys Run Park was baited during the six-day 
hunt in December and January that bagged 28 geese would not be 
easy. 
   "There would definitely be a problem with going back and 
trying to determine at this stage if any of the birds were in fact 
hunted by the aid of bait," Mr. Mendelsohn said. "We would 
encourage [Beaver County] to contact our office to discuss the 
situation prior to holding a hunt." 
   Commissioner Charles A. Camp launched the hunt both to 
provide recreation for hunters and to try to reduce fouling from 
goose droppings. 
   When told of Mr. Mendelsohn's comments, Mr. Camp said, "I'll 
look into it." 
   Mr. Camp has acknowledged that people sometimes feed the 
birds despite signs forbidding it. 
   "Yeah, we know that some people sometimes go down there, 
but it's not like it was a regular designated area where people go 
down there every day," Mr. Camp said. 
     It is not clear how often people feed the geese or whether they 
fed them 10 days prior to the hunt. However, it is known that the 
county does not actively enforce the feeding ban. 
   Over the past year, a U.S. Department of Agriculture employee 
met with county officials to discuss the goose problem at Bradys 
Run Park. 
   Among the topics discussed were using education to enforce 
rules against feeding and employing a multi-pronged approach to 
the problem, which could include hunting. 
    "We have talked to them about the fact that there is feeding 
that goes on, and you need to have a policy that has teeth and 
needs to be enforceable," said Craig Swope, district supervisor 
for a USDA field office in Bolivar, Westmoreland County. 
    "There are obvious signs that the birds in that area are 
acclimated to feeding," Mr. Swope said. 
http://www.postgazette.com/pg/09015/941673-57.stm 

 
09/01/15    District Attorney's Office has 800 guns destroyed  
   WILKES-BARRE TWP. – Luzerne County Detective Dan 
Beky picked up a sawed-off shotgun from a pile of firearms to 
illustrate the types of weapons law enforcement authorities are up 
against. 
   “I’m not saying this particular weapon was used in a crime,” 
Beky said. “But it’s illegal to modify any firearm such as this.”  
    The modified shotgun was among 800 firearms destroyed 
Wednesday by the Luzerne County District Attorney’s Office at 
Allan Industries Recyclers. 
    Employees at Allan Industries had to shear rifles and shotguns 
three times, and handguns twice, under supervision by Beky and 
county Lt. Detective Dan Yursha.  

   Yursha said barrels on shotguns and rifles had to be sheared in 
a certain way to prevent the barrels from being welded together.  
    He estimated 75 percent of the firearms that were destroyed 
were purchased by the district attorney’s office through the gun 
buyback program that was held several times during 2004. The 
other 25 percent of the guns, Yursha believed, were forfeited or 
used in crimes.  
   Yursha and Beky hauled the firearms to Allan Industries in a 
pickup, and were followed by county Lt. Detective Larry Fabian 
in another vehicle.  
   The weight of the firearms prior to being destroyed was 1,200 
pounds, Yursha said.  
   “We’ve done this a few times for the district attorney’s office,” 
said John D. Allan of Allan Industries. “These guns will be 
sheared, recycled and end up as something else.”  
   First Assistant District Attorney Jeffrey Tokach said the gun-
buyback program held at various locations was sponsored by 
state grants obtained by state representatives Todd Eachus, D-
Butler Township, and John Yudichak, D-Nanticoke.  
   “We’re hoping to do the gun-buyback program again,” Tokach 
said. “It is a successful program to get the guns off the street.”  
   The district attorney’s office held five gun-buyback programs 
during 2004 using a $10,000 grant.  
   Gun owners who surrendered unwanted firearms received gift 
certificates – $75 for handguns and $50 for shotguns and rifles.  
http://www.timesleader.com/news/20090115_15firearms_ed_AR
T.html 
 

09/01/14    Sewell man sentenced to 42 months in prison for 
illegal weapon possession 
   CAMDEN -- A 22-year-old Sewell man was sentenced to three-
and-one-half years in prison today following his conviction as a 
previously convicted felon in possession of a firearm, according 
to the U.S. Attorney's Office.  
     Nestor Cercet was sentenced to 42 months in prison, ordered 
to pay a $1,000 fine and sentenced to three years supervised 
release stemming from an incident on July 25, 2007 where Cercet 
was arrested at a McDonald's on Blackwood-Clementon Rd. in 
Gloucester Twp. for attempting to assault a man with a .45 
caliber handgun.  
      Cercet admitted to illegally possessing the firearm by being a 
previously convicted felon.  
http://www.nj.com/south/index.ssf/2009/01/sewell_man_sentence
d_to_42_mon.html 
 

09/01/14    Bill would pull plug on reloading 
   Reloading ammunition in Pennsylvania may become a thing of 
the past if a bill currently in state legislature is passed. 
   According to the National Rifle Association-Institute for 
Legislative Action (NRA-ILA), “in the last year, so-called 
“encoded” or “serialized” ammunition bills have been introduced 
in 13 states — Arizona, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, 
Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, Tennessee and Washington.” 
   The bills, if passed, would require all bullets and cartridge 
cases to be marked with a code and registered to the owners in a 
computerized database, therefore, reloading would be outlawed. 
   “It (the bill) would eliminate reloading because there would be 
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no way to serial it (the ammunition),” Rollin Anderson of 
Anderson’s Gun Shop in Watsontown said. “A lot of guys that 
handload (reload) are not happy about it.” 
  Anderson sells a lot of materials for ammunition reloading or 
handloading, which is when you reuse the cartridges to make 
your own ammunition. 
   “It would hurt a lot of industries,” he explained. There are so 
many components involved with reloading that would no longer 
be needed if the bill is passed, he said. 
   “Reloading is cost effective and is more accurate,” he added. 
“It (the bullet) holds a better pattern.” 
   Ammunition you already own could also be at risk as many of 
the bills state that people would be required to forfeit all 
personally owned “non-encoded” ammunition after a certain date. 
Therefore, reloading would actually be deemed illegal. 
   “I think it’s ridiculous!” commented State Rep. Merle Phillips. 
“They’d take away reloading which a lot of gun owners do to 
save money. It makes no sense.” 
   Along with encoding and registering ammunition, there would 
also be a five cent tax on each bullet sold, therefore, a minimum 
$2.50 increase per box would be enforced. 
    “People would still buy the loaded ammo, but it’s a lot more 
expensive (than reloading),” Anderson said. 
   According to the Ammunition Accountability Web site, the 
legislation was prompted by a “newly forming group” that 
includes “gun crime victims, industry representatives, law 
enforcement, public officials, public policy experts and more.” 
   However, Angus McClellan of the NRA-ILA Grassroots said, 
“this is a proposal by a commercial enterprise that has a patent on 
technology to imprint the codes. They are trying to create a 
demand for their product by making it mandatory. The owner of 
the company admitted on NRA News that his lobbying firm put 
up the whole thing.” 
   Sample legislation obtained from the Ammunition 
Accountability Web site states, “Bullet coding is a new and 
effective way for law enforcement to quickly identify persons on 
interest in gun crime investigations.” 
   State Rep. Merle Phillips disagrees. 
  “Criminals can still steal guns and ammunition,” he said. 
     Trooper Matt Burrows of the state police agrees with Phillips 
and said, “It (the encoding) would help, but I don’t know to what 
degree or how it would be implemented.” 
   According to McClellan, the NRA-ILA has been successfully 
fighting the passage of this legislation so far. 
    He said, “These bills are pending and will likely die at the end 
of the sessions, however, they will likely be reintroduced next 
session and sessions thereafter and will certainly pose significant 
threats.” 
    For more information on the Ammunition Accountability Act, 
visit www.ammunitionaccountability.com. You can also visit 
www.nraila.org for additional information and to find out what 
you can do to prevent this bill from being passed. 
http://www.standard-
journal.com/articles/2009/01/14/news/doc496e01831fbb7815601
856.txt 
 

09/01/14    Marine Amputee Acquitted On Gun Possession 
Charges 

   After being deadlocked twice, a D.C. Superior Court jury 
yesterday acquitted a Marine amputee on felony charges of gun 
possession stemming from an arrest while he was on the way to 
Walter Reed Army Medical Center. 
    In the 2006 incident, Cpl. Melroy H. Cort, 24, and his wife, 
Samantha, were en route from their home in Columbus, Ohio, to 
Walter Reed. Cort's legs had been amputated above the knees 
when he was wounded by a makeshift bomb in Ramadi during his 
third tour of duty in Iraq. 
   The couple's car got a flat tire, forcing them to pull over at a car 
repair shop in the 5000 block of Georgia Avenue NW. While 
there, Cort said, he reached into the glove compartment, removed 
a 9mm pistol and put it in his jacket pocket. 
    A witness who noticed Cort handling the gun called police, 
who arrested and handcuffed Cort while he was sitting in his 
wheelchair. He was charged with three counts of carrying a pistol 
without a license, possession of an unregistered firearm and 
possession of ammunition. He spent the night in the D.C. jail 
before returning to Walter Reed. 
   He was assigned a public defender, who encouraged him to 
plead guilty. But Cort refused, because a felony on his record 
could cost him his military benefits. So he decided to represent 
himself. 
   "I had to fight for myself," he said yesterday. "I wasn't going to 
plead guilty and lose everything." 
    During his trial, which began Friday before Judge Lynn 
Leibovitz, the two arresting officers testified that Cort had thrown 
up his hands and told them he had a gun in his pocket when they 
approached him. 
   Taking the stand in his defense, Cort tried to tell his personal 
story: How he enlisted in the Marines in 2004 after graduating 
from Ohio's Wright State University with a business degree. How 
he went to Iraq in 2004 and 2005, when he was was critically 
injured. How he was fitted with prosthetic legs and honorably 
discharged in 2007. 
    But Leibovitz ordered him to discuss only the case at hand. 
   Cort, who said he had a permit to carry the gun in Ohio, said he 
had it with him because he had moved out of his house in 
anticipation of an extended stay at Walter Reed. 
He said his commanding officer had advised him to take the gun 
to the armory on Walter Reed's base as soon as he arrived. 
    Cort said 12 rounds of ammunition were in his car trunk, but 
police said the ammunition was in the gun's clip. 
    Although acquitting him of the gun charges, the jury found 
Cort guilty of possessing ammunition, a misdemeanor. He was 
sentenced to time already spent in the D.C. jail. 
     Cort, his wife and their 3-month-old daughter, Charlott, now 
plan to drive home to Columbus, where Samantha Cort is in real 
estate. Cort said he plans to appeal the verdict and tend to his 
family. 
    "I just plan to take care of my daughter," Cort said. 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/01/13/AR2009011302840_pf.html 

 
09/01/14    Gun buys net her jail sentence 
  A North Philadelphia woman who illegally bought seven 
firearms for her boyfriend will spend 3 1/2 to seven years in state 
prison, Assistant District Attorney Daniel Alvarez said yesterday.  
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    Betsy Lebron, 42, of Palethorp Street near Diamond, pleaded 
guilty Monday to seven counts each of illegal transfer of a 
firearm and material-falsehood charges and to one count of 
conspiracy. She was sentenced by Common Pleas Judge John 
O'Grady as part of a negotiated plea deal. Lebron had bought the 
firearms for her then-lover between 1998 and 2001. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/hp/news_update/37557484.html 
 

09/01/14    Crime Panel Deadlocks on Gun Show Rule 
    RICHMOND, Jan. 13 -- The Virginia State Crime Commission 
on Tuesday declined to endorse closing the so-called gun show 
loophole in Virginia law, heightening uncertainty about the 
prospects of success in the General Assembly.  
   The deadlocked vote -- taken before a large crowd that 
included gun owners, at least one survivor of the Virginia Tech 
shootings and friends and relatives of other massacre victims -- 
highlighted an enduring split between country and city that 
transcends party affiliation in Virginia.  
   Two key commission members bucked their parties' habitual 
views of gun control measures. The commission's chairman, Del. 
David B. Albo (R-Fairfax), voted to recommend that the General 
Assembly close the loophole by requiring all gun buyers to 
undergo an electronic background check before any sale, 
including purchases at gun shows. But House Minority Leader 
Ward L. Armstrong (D-Henry), who noted the economic 
importance of an annual gun show in his economically depressed 
rural district, voted no.  
     D. Michael White, whose daughter Nicole was one of the 32 
people killed in the April 16, 2007, shooting on the Virginia Tech 
campus, expressed frustration at the commission's inaction.  
    White, 44, of Smithfield, compared the deadlock to the delay 
between the first gunshots and the decision by university officials 
to lock down the Blacksburg campus.  
"My daughter was murdered because of indecision," said White, 
who also identified himself as a hunter and an "avid gun owner." 
"That's the same indecision they had today closing the gun show 
loophole."  
    Philip Van Cleave, president of the Virginia Citizens Defense 
League, a gun-rights group, said he was heartened by the 
commission's inaction, arguing that the measure would only make 
private transactions more onerous for gun owners and do nothing 
to stop crime.  
    "I think they made the right choice, not going forward," Van 
Cleave said.  
Gun owners note that the Virginia Tech gunman, Seung Hui Cho, 
obtained his weapons from federally licensed firearms dealers 
and underwent criminal background checks.  
Despite some opposition Tuesday, the commission recommended 
that lawmakers consider requiring Virginia State Police to be on 
hand at some gun shows to help monitor firearms transactions. 
The cost of the troopers' presence would be borne by gun show 
promoters.  
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/01/13/AR2009011301872.html?wprss=r
ss_metro 

 
09/01/14    Off-duty policeman fatally shoots son of police 
officers, 15 

It seemed like an ordinary Monday afternoon at the corner store 
at Broad Street and Chew Avenue, where the clerk exchanged a 
friendly greeting with two teens who had just gotten out of a 
burgundy Cadillac.  
One of the youths - William Smith, 15, the son of two city police 
officers - followed another teen who was headed toward a phone 
both near the store's entrance. 
Seconds later, the two teens pulled pistols on Khalid Covil, 19, 
shot him at least a half-dozen times, and fled, police said. He was 
in critical condition last night. 
"They just started shooting," said the clerk, who declined to give 
her name. "I live around here," she explained. 
Minutes later, Smith would be killed by an off-duty officer in a 
struggle over a gun. The officer, who was still wearing his 
uniform trousers with a blue stripe, had witnessed the shooting 
and gave chase, police said. 
"It's a tragedy, since it involves the police family," Police 
Commissioner Charles H. Ramsey said yesterday. He promised a 
thorough investigation by Internal Affairs. 
Police declined to identify the off-duty officer, but Ramsey said 
his account was consistent with witness reports. "A shooting 
happens in front of you - you're never really off-duty, you have to 
take action," Ramsey said. 
The off-duty officer, a district patrolman who alerted police 
dispatchers with his cell phone when he started the chase, has 
been placed on administrative leave pending an investigation.  
Police said the officer appeared to have complied with 
department regulations by firing when he believed he faced an 
imminent threat.  
"From my perspective, it looks like a good shooting," said Capt. 
James Clark, head of the homicide unit.  
The shooting of Covil, police said, had its roots in "bad blood" 
between the teens. Smith and the other shooter, who was not 
captured, had been stalking Covino for a week to retaliate for a 
beating, police said. 
Smith, whose address was given in the 3800 block of North Park 
Avenue in North Philadelphia, was a ninth-grade student at 
Imhotep Institute Charter High School. According to a law 
enforcement source, he was charged as a juvenile last year with 
aggravated assault.  
Police did not identify his family, but Ramsey said his mother, his 
father, his stepfather, an uncle and a cousin are all veteran 
Philadelphia police officers.  
Covil was in critical condition yesterday at Albert Einstein 
Medical Center, police said. 
The incident took place about 3:30 p.m. After Covil was shot, 
police said the two piled back into the Cadillac driven by a third 
man and it drove off south on Broad Street. The off-duty officer 
who witnessed the shooting called 911 and pursued in his vehicle. 
The Cadillac stopped in traffic near Duncannon Avenue. Police 
said Smith and the other male, aware they were being pursued, 
jumped out and ran in opposite directions. 
Police arrested the driver, identified as Marcus Powell, 17. He 
was not charged with the shooting, and is being held as a witness, 
Clark said. 
The off-duty officer caught Smith running north on Broad Street, 
less than a block away. As they tussled, police said, the officer 
shot Smith multiple times. 
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Inside her nearby basement office, a woman said she heard from 
eight to 10 shots.  
When she peered out the window, she saw Smith lying on the 
pavement under the building's sign. 
"His eyes were open for a minute or two," said the woman, who 
also declined to give her name. 
Then came a swarm of police officers, she said. 
Smith was pronounced dead at Albert Einstein Medical Center at 
4:07 p.m, police said. 
Two handguns - a .45 and a .380 automatic - were found near 
where Smith fell to the ground, police said. 
On the 3800 block of North Park, neighbors said Smith and his 
family had recently moved to another part of the city. 
Smith's death shocked teachers and students at Imhotep, in East 
Germantown. 
"He was a good kid, no problem," said Christine Wiggins, 
founder and chief executive officer. "We don't know what 
happened." 
Wiggins said regular classes were canceled for the day. She said 
counselors were available to meet with students and staff "so they 
can talk, they can grieve, and do what they need to do to get 
through the day." 

 

Use of Deadly Force  

These guidelines are from the Philadelphia Police 
Department: 

Police officers shall not use deadly force against another 
person unless they reasonably believe they must protect 
themselves or another person present from imminent death 
or serious bodily injury.  

Police officers should not discharge their weapons when 
doing so will unnecessarily endanger innocent people.  

Police officers shall not discharge their firearms to 
subdue a fleeing individual who presents no threat of 
imminent death or serious physical injury to themselves or 
another person present.  

Police officers shall not discharge their firearms at or 
from a moving vehicle unless deadly physical force is 
being used against the police officer or another person 
present, by means other than the moving vehicle. 

Police officers shall not fire warning shots under any 
circumstances.  

Police officers shall not discharge their firearms to 
summon assistance except in emergency situations when 
personal safety is endangered and no other reasonable 
means are available.  

Police officers shall not discharge their firearms at a dog 
or other animal except to protect themselves or another 
person from physical injury and there is no other 
reasonable means to eliminate the threat. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/local/37558114.html 
 

09/01/14  Five protestors arrested at Phila. gun shop 
   Five activists from the faith-based group Heeding God’s Call 
were arrested for protesting inside Colosimo’s Gun Center on 
Spring Garden Street in Philadelphia this afternoon.  

   The activists, who included the Rev. Isaac Miller of the Church 
of the Advocate, targeted the store over its refusal to sign a 10-
point Code of Conduct to help stem illegal gun trafficking.  
   Police Capt. William Fisher of the department’s Civil Affairs 
Unit, said the activists could be charged with either misdemeanor 
trespassing or a summary offense.  
   The five are being taken to a district precinct at 21st and 
Hamilton Streets for processing.  
   Police gave the activists three verbal warnings to leave the store 
and when they refused they were handcuffed.  
     Activist Mimi Copp, 34, of West Philadelphia, said: “The 
violence is too much. We need to take bold steps and personal 
risk.”  
    Melissa DeLong, 28, of Camden, added, “I’d rather leave in a 
paddy wagon than see one more child in a coffin.”  
   Today’s action is part of a weeklong effort by Heeding God’s 
Call to stem gun violence, culminating in a 3:30 p.m. rally on 
Saturday that will start at Broad and Poplar and end at the gun 
shop at 9th and Spring Garden Streets. 
  5:15 p.m. update: 
    James Colisimo, the owner of the 57-year-old store on Spring 
Garden St., spoke to the protesters for an hour. He denied selling 
guns illegally and objected to being targeted by the faith-based 
group which staged a press conference outsitde his shop Monday 
and plans a large-scale gathering Saturday. 
    "The church doesn't make laws," said Colisimo, 77 and 
Catholic. "I don't like a lot of what's going on in the church, but I 
don't sit on the steps trying to stop Mass."   
http://www.philly.com/philly/hp/news_update/Five_protestors_ar
rested_at_Phila_gun_shop.html 
 

09/01/13   Clergy targeting gun dealers 
A religious coalition wants retailers to sign a "code of conduct" 
to cut arms sales to criminals. 
   Citing frustration with the legislature's reluctance to pass tough 
laws against "straw" handgun purchases, a coalition of religious 
leaders stood outside a gun store yesterday and announced a plan 
to pressure retailers directly.  
   "We . . . cannot stand by while towns and cities suffer senseless 
violence," said Bishop Allen Bartlett, assisting bishop of the 
Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania. 
    He was joined on the sidewalk in front of Colosimo's Gun 
Center in the 900 block of Spring Garden Street by 
representatives of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of 
Philadelphia, the Friends Yearly Meeting, and a synagogue. 
    Called "Heeding God's Call," a group of about a dozen area 
religious institutions is urging Pennsylvania gun retailers to sign a 
10-point "code of conduct" to curb the supply of weapons to 
criminals. 
   The code, created in April by a national coalition of mayors, 
drew national attention when Wal-Mart - the largest seller of 
rifles and shotguns in the country - signed a document agreeing to 
abide by its rules. 
   Dealers who take the pledge agree to: 
   Videotape all their firearms transactions. 
   Participate in a computerized gun-trace log that will identify 
buyers whose previous purchases were used in crimes. 
   Conduct criminal background checks on employees and train 
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them in ways to deter illegal purchasers. 
   Accept only federal or state photo IDs. 
    "We don't expect gun violence to end when everybody signs," 
Bartlett said yesterday, but he predicted " 'straw' buying will 
diminish" in areas where retailers sign the code. 
  "Straw" buyers purchase guns legally, then sell or trade them to 
criminals. 
   Yesterday's news conference was the start of the coalition's six-
day gun-violence symposium, centered at the Arch Street 
Meeting House, Fourth and Arch Streets. On Saturday, Heeding 
God's Call will host a daylong program of prayer, education and 
public demonstrations, including a public march. 
   The coalition leaders said they held their news conference 
outside Colosimo's because James Colosimo, the longtime owner 
of the shop, had refused to sign the code. 
   The shop rolled down its steel gates moments before the news 
conference began. 
   Interviewed later at his shop, Colosimo, 77, said he had not 
signed because his lawyers advised him that the computerized 
tracing system was illegal and that other requirements in the code 
could be unconstitutional. 
   Bryan Miller, a coalition spokesman and director of the anti-
gun-violence group Ceasefire New Jersey, said the computer 
system, which is still in development, is "emphatically not" 
illegal. The data, he added, would not be available to the public. 
   Colosimo acknowledged that a significant number of handguns 
sold at his shop have been discovered to have been used in 
crimes. However, he said, that is because of the shop's large sales 
volume for decades. 
   "We sell 100 times more than some other stores," he said, 
adding that the shop has had contracts with "at least 250" 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey police departments during the last 
six decades, including Philadelphia's. 
   He said he believed it was unfair to deny guns to prospective 
buyers simply because their previous purchases had been used in 
crimes. 
   "Suppose you came in here 10 years ago and bought five guns," 
he said. "And you lose one of them, or it's stolen, and five years 
later it's used in a robbery. Does that mean I shouldn't sell it to 
you?" 
   Miller said that retailers who signed the pledge still could "use 
discretion" in such situations. 
   "If somebody reported a gun lost or stolen and you trusted 
him," he said, "you could still sell."  
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/lo...n_dealers.html 
 

09/01/12   Obama and the Second Amendment 
    Despite a huge Democratic Senate majority, Eric Holder’s 
confirmation hearings are going to be difficult. He has a long 
record to defend. Whether it is his involvement and inconsistent 
statements about Bill Clinton’s pardon of fugitive financier Marc 
Rich’s or his pushing Clinton’s clemency of the FALN terrorists 
or his failure to disclose his work for troubled Illinois Governor 
Rod Blagojevich after Blagojevich's legal problems surfaced, he 
faces tough questions. 
   But Holder’s nomination raises other questions about what 
President-elect Barack Obama claimed he believed during the 
campaign. Numerous times he promised that he supported an 

individual’s right to own guns and that he wouldn’t do anything 
to take away people’s guns. 
    Just last year in a brief to the Supreme Court, Holder argued 
that “the Second Amendment did not protect an individual right 
to keep and bear arms,” that it only protected government 
militias’ rights to guns. He claimed that the Second Amendment 
posed no obstacle to implementing gun bans. 
   I can’t find even one gun control law that Holder has opposed. 
On every gun control regulation he has discussed, he has been 
supportive, including: bans, raising the age that someone can 
possess a gun, registration and licensing, one-gun-a-month limit 
on purchases, and mandatory waiting periods. 
   Even more troubling, while Holder served in the Clinton Justice 
Department, he oversaw the background check system, but he has 
never been asked to explain why the system broke down so 
consistently while he ran it. 
    The constant breakdowns of "instant" background-check 
systems during the Clinton administration halted gun sales for 
hours or even days at a time, costing stores untold sales and 
additional costs. Even by the end of the Clinton administration, 
from September 1999 to December 2000, the system was down 
about one hour for every 16.7 hours of operation. The 
breakdowns often came in big blocks of time, the worst during a 
period covering 60 business hours during two weeks in the 
middle of May 2000. During his tenure, gun shows sometimes 
found that they couldn’t sell guns during the entire weekend that 
they were open. 
    Try running a business where you face random shutdowns and 
neither customers nor sellers are ever informed of how long 
outages are expected to last. In addition to the government-
imposed fees on gun sellers and the regulatory harassment of gun 
sellers with no evidence that these policies have reduce crime, it 
is not surprising that the number of gun dealers has plummeted 
by over 80 percent since 1992. 
   The breakdown in background checks, which had been a 
problem for years under the Clinton administration, magically 
fixed itself within weeks of President Bush assuming office in 
2001, and the problems have not recurred. 
    What few realize is the huge power that the attorney general 
has to make legitimate gun selling very difficult without any new 
laws or regulations having to be passed. This is even more 
important now than it was under the Clinton administration, as 
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms has recently 
moved from the Treasury Department to the Justice Department. 
    I always questioned Obama’s claims and argued that up until 
the presidential campaign his whole career had supported gun 
bans, but there was no lack of politicians and advisers who 
attested to Obama’s sincerity on the issue. Obama and his 
campaign constantly tried to explain away his past support for 
gun control as being mistakes by subordinates who had 
incorrectly explained his positions. 
    Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer, a Democrat, promised 
reporters last August about Obama: “He ain't going to take your 
gun away. He ain't ever going to take your gun away.” Joe Biden 
made similar statements while campaigning in places such as 
rural southwest Virginia. An Obama adviser, Stanford law 
professor Larry Lessig, said on Hugh Hewitt's national radio 
show last fall that "I think that he has always been an individual 
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rights person on the Second Amendment." Another adviser, 
Professor Cass Sunstein at Harvard, told Time Magazine in June: 
"Obama has always expressed a belief that the Second 
Amendment guarantees a private right to bear arms." The list 
goes on. It was a constant theme of the campaign. 
    Just before the November election, the Los Angeles Times 
questioned the honesty of those who questioned Obama’s stand 
on guns, because "Obama does not oppose gun rights. He has 
made a point of pounding this home to rural audiences, telling 
them he has no intention of taking their guns away: not their 
shotguns, not their handguns, not anything." 
    There are few such issues that the Obama campaign promised 
over and over again during the campaign. 
     Holder’s nomination suggests this promise was not serious. 
And it also suggests that Obama won’t appoint judges who 
believe it either. With Appeals Courts around the country already 
facing Second Amendment cases and a very closely divided 
Supreme Court likely to rehear the issue, the judges Obama will 
appoint could easily reverse last year’s Supreme Court decision 
striking down the DC gun, a decision that he claims to support. 
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,479367,00.html 
 

09/01/12   There's no firearm registration in Pa.   
    I was happy to see the recent announcement regarding the 
decision of the York County Commissioners to reverse the long-
standing prohibition on firearms in county parks. I commend 
them on having the integrity to make this change, despite the fact 
that some in the community will vehemently disagree with it.  
   Of course, it won't change anything for me personally, as I was 
already aware that state law was the only authority on the matter. 
Because of that fact, I simply ignored the invalid and 
unenforceable rule and carried my firearm with me when visiting 
York County parks (just as I do when I go anywhere else).  
  After reviewing the new language, it became clear that while it 
does not violate Pennsylvania's Preemption statute, the authors -- 
and presumably their counsel who reviewed it -- do not have a 
complete and clear understanding of Pennsylvania's firearm laws.  
   The new park rule language requires that firearms be "properly 
registered ... in accordance with Pennsylvania law." I own several 
firearms, and I carry a firearm on a daily basis. Allow me to make 
a confession: Not a single one of my firearms is registered.  
   I'm sure many of you are wondering why I would put my name 
to such a statement, especially in such a public manner. It's quite 
simple. In Pennsylvania, there is NO "registration" of firearms. In 
fact, statute expressly forbids it. This means that I meet the 
requirements of the new park rule -- because not having my 
firearms registered is indeed "in accordance with Pennsylvania 
law." As such, the mention of "registration" in the new rule is 
superfluous and absolutely meaningless from a standpoint of 
enforcement.  
   While those in York County government certainly aren't the 
first to demonstrate what they don't know, the fact that they are 
not alone does not absolve them from the legal responsibility of 
such ignorance. Though the Commissioners rightly closed the 
door on one violation, Thomas Brant (executive director of the 
York County Department of Parks and Recreation) quickly 
opened up another with his comments, published in the York 
Dispatch on Dec. 29, 2008.  

    According to the article printed, Mr. Brant suggests that 
"county park rangers will try to discourage people from openly 
carrying guns." However, such behavior would not only again 
present a conflict with Pennsylvania's Preemption statute, but 
would also place any party who actually participated in this type 
of "discouragement" in violation of Pennsylvania's Official 
Oppression statute.  
    Obviously, the county recognizes that it is absolutely legal to 
carry a firearm that is not concealed, yet for some reason, there 
are those who simply aren't satisfied with just following the law, 
and feel that they must insert their personal opinion into the 
matter -- never mind the limits set by statute or Pennsylvania's 
Home Rule Law.  
   The Official Oppression statute establishes that anyone who 
"denies or impedes another in the exercise or enjoyment of any 
right, privilege, power or immunity" can be found guilty of this 
offense. A conviction under this section is a second degree 
misdemeanor, which is sufficient to classify that person as 
"prohibited," and bar them from owning, possessing or carrying 
firearms for life.  
    Also, few municipal officials realize that a violation of 
Pennsylvania's Preemption statute is not a trivial matter. The 
offense is classified as a first-degree misdemeanor, which has the 
same level of legal severity as "involuntary manslaughter." When 
this offense occurs, there is also the risk of criminal conspiracy 
charges against each individual directly involved, because of the 
fact that this is a long-settled matter of case law, and upheld by 
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court (Ortiz v. Commonwealth -- 
1996). Of course, all of this is before any civil action occurs.  
    By now, many are familiar with the situation in Lebanon, but 
Lebanon is not the only locale where citizens have taken the time 
to familiarize themselves with what the law actually says, and are 
standing up for their rights. Dickson City and Allentown are also 
currently defendants in federal suits revolving around various 
civil rights issues (some firearm related, some not) and both 
Pittsburgh and West Mifflin Borough are dangerously close to 
litigation as well.  
   Government bodies, both small and large, throughout the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, are beginning to recognize that 
just because some of us cling to our guns and religion doesn't 
mean that we are not educated, articulate, and willing to stand up 
against them when it's necessary to remind them that not only do 
we know our rights, but that we also still have the desire to 
exercise them.  
    Kudos to York County officials for avoiding "the hard way" at 
this most recent fork in the road. Let's hope they continue to 
make such appropriate decisions as they continue on their way.  
Greg Rotz is a member of Pennsylvania Open Carry 

(paopencarry.org), and lives in Chambersburg. After success 

fully challenging his own LTCF revocation in January of 2008, 

he has become in creasingly involved in various aspects of 

firearm rights and activism across Pennsylvania. 

http://yorkdispatch.inyork.com/yd/viewpoints/oped/ci_11434768 
 

09/01/11  City to discuss gun law proposal    
   York is one of many municipalities looking at requirements for 
reporting lost or stolen firearms. 
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    The York City Council will take up an issue Tuesday that 
municipalities throughout the state have been dealing with: lost 
and stolen firearms.  
   The council will hold a committee meeting to discuss a 
proposed law that would require owners to report lost or stolen 
firearms within 72 hours. York Mayor John Brenner, a member 
of PA Mayors for Gun Safety, backs the proposal, which was 
introduced in November.  
  Brenner said Friday he'll be unable to attend the meeting 
because his second child is due Tuesday. But he is preparing a 
written statement and has invited two "special guests" to speak 
about the issue.  
   He declined to name them but said one is an elected official and 
the other is a lawyer. They are "top-notch individuals who have 
been wrestling with this issue in Pennsylvania," he said.  
  Several cities, including Pottsville, Allentown, Pittsburgh and 
Philadelphia, have passed similar laws. The city council in 
Easton, where the mayor also joined PA Mayors for Gun Safety, 
considered a proposal but did not pass it.  
  The Philadelphia law has been challenged in court. A state law 
prohibits municipalities from making their own gun laws.  
   Brenner said he thinks the proposed York law stands a better 
legal chance because the penalty only kicks in if an unreported 
weapon is used in crime. He believes the chances are even better 
if more municipalities adopt such legislation.  
  "The real fight is not in the courtrooms of the Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania," he said. "The  real fight is in the halls of the state 
Capitol."  
  If the state would pass a lost-and-stolen law, cities wouldn't 
have to, he said.  
A reporting law failed to pass during the last state legislative 
session.  
   State Rep. Eugene DePasquale, D-West Manchester, said he 
voted in favor of it. He thinks a state law is the best option, but he 
understands why municipalities are taking it up, he said.  
   "A lot of mayors are frustrated that it didn't happen," he said. 
As of last week, he didn't know if anyone planned to introduce it 
again in the new legislative session.  
  The National Rifle Association believes lost-and-stolen 
requirements only "victimize the victim," said spokeswoman 
Rachel Parsons.  
  When municipalities make laws that are stronger than the state's, 
she said, it creates "a patchwork of gun laws that changes from 
city to city."  
  "It makes it nearly possible for citizens to comply or even know 
the law," she said.  
  Joe Grace, executive director of CeaseFire PA, said his 
organization believes statewide legislation is needed.  
   CeaseFire will continue to push for that, but "we're not going to 
sit idly by and neither are the mayors," he said.  
  The intent is to get to straw purchasers who buy guns and 
illegally give or sell them to criminals, Grace said.  
  "This is a pretty simple matter," he said. "This is just one more 
tool, just one more step they can try to take to crack down on 
these straw sales."  
   Brenner said that, even if the municipalities' efforts fail in court 
or in the Legislature, it's worth trying.  

  "To me this issue is so important that it's worth the fight, and it's 
critically important that we as a community have an intelligent 
conversation about the illegal use of guns," he said. 
http://ydr.inyork.com/ci_11430012 
 

09/01/10   Motorist with guns, ammo arrested at LA airport   
   LOS ANGELES - A motorist with more than a dozen guns , 
two of them loaded , and nearly 1,000 rounds of ammunition in 
his pickup truck was arrested Friday at a vehicle checkpoint as he 
entered Los Angeles International Airport, authorities said. 
   Phillip Dominguez of Orange was booked on suspicion of 
felony transportation of an assault rifle, but airport police said it 
appears he did not intend any harm and was there to pick up 
someone. 
   "He just made a very bad decision, and should not have been 
carrying those weapons," said airport police Sgt. Jim Holcomb. 
   The weapons, which included 10 handguns, five rifles and an 
antique black-powder musket , were in containers in the back of 
the 47-year-old man's truck, which was stopped by airport police 
officers at a major entrance to the passenger terminals area, said 
airport spokeswoman Nancy Castles. 
    Two of the weapons, a revolver and the musket, were loaded, 
Holcomb said. 
   Dominguez's wife, Sue Dominguez, told The Associated Press 
that her husband planned to go target shooting at an outdoor 
range with a friend whom he was picking up at the airport. She 
said she found out about his arrest from a television news report 
and they later spoke on the phone. 
   She described him as a law-abiding citizen who treats his 
weapons with care. 
   "The guns are always double-locked. He has all the paperwork 
and everything. He's a fanatic about making it all legal," she said. 
"He didn't lie to the police and he said they were polite and 
respectful to him." 
   Police initially reported that 37 weapons were found in the 
truck. Castles said that count was an estimate based on the 
number of containers in the truck, which did not all contain 
weapons. 
   Airport police routinely set up vehicle checkpoints at roads 
leading into the airport's central roads. 
   The FBI, the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives, and Los Angeles Police Department are investigating 
whether the weapons were properly registered. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/wires/ap/news/nation_world/37376
229.html 
 

09/01/09    Local lost-gun reporting laws can save lives 
 AS I SEE IT PHIL GOLDSMITH 
   When Pittsburgh City Council voted 6 to 1 for a law requiring 
handgun owners to report to the police when their guns were lost 
or stolen, they made it the fourth city in Pennsylvania to pass 
such a law.  
   Philadelphia, Allentown, Pottsville and most recently Reading 
have passed similar laws, and action is pending in Lancaster and 
other cities.  
   This action is important for a number of reasons. First, law 
enforcement officials, including police chiefs in these cities, 
believe reporting of lost and stolen guns will help track down 
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"straw" purchasers more quickly. It will help police solve crimes 
sooner and stem the flow of blood through our streets.  
   If people need proof of that, look at a recent incident in 
Montgomery County, where police arrested a youth who had 
planned a massacre at his high school. How did they catch him? 
He had stolen guns, which the owner, his father, had reported 
missing to the police.  
   These laws are important for a couple of other reasons. The 
action of cities as large as Philadelphia and as small as Pottsville, 
municipalities in the eastern part of the state (Allentown) as well 
as the western part (Pittsburgh) belie the argument of 
organizations like the National Rifle Association that gun 
violence is simply a Philadelphia problem.  
  Of course, the victims, their families, law enforcement officials 
and elected officials that represent large and small municipalities 
throughout the state know otherwise. Gun violence has been 
increasing much more rapidly in other parts of the state. 
Pittsburgh is nearing a record high in homicides. And barely a 
day goes by that newspapers in cities large and small aren't filled 
with headlines reporting the latest handgun tragedy.  
   So the handgun violence issue that threatens our communities, 
puts innocent people in harm's way and inflicts mortal wounds to 
our police can no longer be swept aside with the canard that it's a 
Philadelphia problem.  
   Recent action by Reading, Pittsburgh, Pottsville, Allentown and 
Philadelphia stand in stark contrast to the inaction of the 
Pennsylvania General Assembly, which last spring voted down a 
similar bill. In short, elected local officials are saying to state 
officials, "If you won't stand up to the NRA and protect our 
citizens, we will!"  
   Most of the debate over the passage of the local lost-and-stolen 
bills hasn't focused on whether it is needed but whether it is legal. 
The argument is that only the state has the right to pass gun laws. 
In short, local governments are pre-empted from doing so.  
   That legal challenge is now being debated in the courts, but 
council members of five cities have rightfully decided to take 
action now and have passed local lost- and stolen-handgun 
reporting laws. They know full well that resolving these cases in 
our courts could take years. In the meantime, the lives of many 
more people will be lost, felled by unreported lost and stolen 
guns that have found their way into the wrong hands.  
   And remember, these laws don't violate anyone's right to own a 
gun; they simply add a simple commonsense responsibility to gun 
owners to report to the police when they know that a gun has 
been lost or stolen.  
    No one believes passage of these laws is the total solution to 
our violence issue. Clearly, much more needs to be done, from 
better enforcement to better education to more job opportunities 
to parental responsibility.  
   But in acting now, these local officials are refusing to sit on 
their hands waiting for a global answer or for the state to do 
something.  
    To paraphrase the expression that "all politics is local," so is 
all death. These local officials must deal with this violence on a 
daily basis. By their recent votes, they are saying, "enough is 
enough."  
  We can hope their voices will eventually be heard in Harrisburg.  

   PHIL GOLDSMITH is president of the board of CeaseFirePA, 
a statewide organization committed to reducing handgun 
violence. Phil.Goldsmith@ceasefirepa.org.  
http://www.pennlive.com/columns/patriotnews/asiseeit/index.ssf?
/base/columnists/123145890899141.xml&coll=1 
 

09/01/08    Chester police looking for victims of reported 
robbery 
   Chester City police have a problem they don't often encounter 
after a crime.  
   They think they caught the criminal.  
  They're missing the victims.  
   Over the weekend, police received a 911 call about a robbery at 
West 9th and Hayes Streets. When they arrived, a man and 
woman flagged them down and gave a quick accounting of the 
crime.  
   The robber "approached the girl at gunpoint and ordered her to 
disrobe," Capt. Joseph Massi said. A bag the woman was 
carrying was taken, he said.  
   The victims told police that the car had left the area "seconds" 
before. Police quickly took off and caught up with the car that 
matched the description the victims had supplied.  
   Quincy Taylor, 18, of Wilmington, was arrested. He was being 
held at the Delaware County Jail. The three other people in the 
car were questioned and released.  
   When police returned to the scene of the crime, the victims had 
vanished.  
   Taylor didn't have a license to carry the weapon and was 
charged with firearms violations, police said. But as of yesterday, 
they didn't have enough evidence for the more serious charge of 
robbery, Massi said.  
   Taylor "is a danger to society, and we need the victims to come 
forward to prosecute this case," Massi said. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/local/37256059.html 

 
09/01/08    'Arrogant' mom charged in Columbine-like case 
   When Pottstown cops interviewed Julie Macedo's stepson in 
November about the guns they suspected he had stolen, the 
"arrogant and obnoxious" woman berated them and told them to 
look elsewhere, according to Montgomery County District 
Attorney Risa Vetri Ferman.  
   That's because, authorities now say, Macedo and the 16-year-
old boy had a whopper of a secret.  
   Macedo, 51, was charged yesterday with tampering with 
evidence and reckless endangerment for allegedly helping the 
teenager ditch the firearms and ammunition about a week before 
police came knocking.  
  And they weren't just any guns, authorities allege: They were the 
handguns that Richard Yanis, a disaffected Pottstown High 
School freshman, had taken from his father and was going to use 
to kill his classmates when they returned from winter break. 
Macedo's stepson was just holding them until Yanis was ready.  
   The case of Yanis, 15, who originally was charged as an adult, 
was transferred yesterday to juvenile court, where he admitted to 
one count of attempted murder. He was planning to "go into the 
school shooting and shoot everyone he did not like, then shoot 
himself," according to police reports.  
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  But Ferman reserved her harshest words for Macedo, who she 
said "threatened the lives of an entire community" by driving her 
stepson to Riverfront Park, where police recovered the stolen 
firearms in a shallow creek.  
  "All the while Mrs. Macedo was criticizing the police, telling 
them that they did not know what they were doing, chastising 
them for having the audacity to talk to this young man, she had a 
secret," Ferman said. "The secret was: Not a week earlier, this 
child had brought the guns home, showed them to her, and she 
conspired with him to dispose of them."  
  Ammunition washed up on the banks of the Manatawny Creek, 
and at least one of the guns could be seen clearly from the 
shoreline. The site where the revolver and two semiautomatics - 
one loaded - were dumped is near a heavily traveled walkway, 
where anyone could have discovered them, police said.  
   "I can only imagine the horror we would be experiencing if a 
group of children had found the guns and ammunition and started 
playing with them," Ferman said.  
   She said Macedo also had concocted a story to cover up for her 
stepson by creating a false alibi.  
  No one answered the door yesterday afternoon at Macedo's 
Micklitz Drive home, where the doormat says: GO AWAY. Her 
stepson, who faces charges in juvenile court, eventually told 
authorities last month about Yanis' plan and admitted that he was 
holding the guns for Yanis, police said.  
  The case is reminiscent of another Columbine-style plot - with 
an atrocious-parenting subplot - that was thwarted in 
Montgomery County in October 2007.  
   Michele Cossey, 47, of Plymouth Township, was sentenced last 
month to three months in prison after she admitted in September 
to buying her son, Dillon, a rifle that he planned to use for an 
attack at Plymouth Whitemarsh High School.  
    Like Cossey, who was 14 at the time he was arrested, Yanis' 
rage was fueled by high-school bullying, according to his 
attorney, Stephen Heckman, who said that Yanis' plan "wasn't 
just a random thought" but a "very realistic threat."  
   "He was bullied most of his life by a lot of cowards, I would 
call them, in the school district," Heckman said. "And it's a 
shame it led to this."  
   John Armato, director of community relations for the Pottstown 
School District, said that all high-school staffers are obligated to 
report student bullying. He said the district also runs an 
anonymous hot line that students or parents can call, but that 
school officials have no record of bullying incidents involving 
Yanis.  
  Heckman said that he hopes that his client will get psychological 
treatment while under the court's jurisdiction until he is 21.  
  Yesterday, a jittery Yanis walked into juvenile court near 
Norristown wearing jeans, a brown hoodie and a peach-fuzz 
mustache, and answered in the affirmative when a judge asked if 
he had intended to murder his classmates. He declined to 
comment when given a chance to speak on the witness stand, as 
did his parents after the brief proceeding.  
   "We don't know what would have happened," Heckman said, 
"but we're glad we don't have to find out."  
 http://www.philly.com/philly/hp/news_update/37255464.html 
 

09/01/08    Gun Sales Continue to Increase 

   NEWTOWN, Conn. -- Despite a weak economy, gun sales are 
continuing to increase amid concerns that incoming lawmakers 
will institute a new gun ban on law-abiding Americans, according 
to data derived from the FBI's National Criminal Background 
Check System (NICS). 
   NICS statistics show a 24 percent increase in firearm purchaser 
background checks for the month of December 2008 (1,523,426 
checks) over December 2007 (1,230,525 checks). This increase 
follows a 42 percent rise in NICS checks for the preceding 
month, the highest number of checks in NICS history. 
   FBI background checks are required under federal law for all 
individuals purchasing firearms from federally licensed retailers. 
These checks serve as a strong indicator of actual sales. 
   A recent poll of hunters and target shooters by Southwick 
Associates Inc., in which 80 percent of respondents said they 
expect it will become more difficult to purchase firearms under 
the incoming administration and congress, explains the increase 
in sales. 
   "Sales of firearms, in particular handguns and semi-automatic 
hunting and target rifles, are fast outpacing inventory," said 
NSSF President and CEO Stephen L. Sanetti. "It's clear that 
many people are concerned about possible gun bans under the 
incoming Congress and are reacting accordingly." 
   According to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives (ATF), the large increase in demand for firearms has 
led to a shortage of Form 4473s -- the Firearms Transaction 
Record which must be filled out any time a person buys a firearm 
from a licensed retailer. As a temporary measure, ATF is 
allowing Federal Firearms Licensees (FFLs) to photocopy the 
Form 4473 in its entirety until they receive their orders from the 
ATF Distribution Center. The National Shooting Sports 
Foundation (NSSF) has reminded retailers of the newly launched 
Electronic Form 4473 which is free and downloadable from 
www.ATF.gov. 
    Final year-end NICS data reveals a total of 12,709,023 
background checks reported in 2008, up 14 percent from 2007. 
http://www.gunreports.com/news/news/Gun-Sales-NICS-FBI-
Barack-Obama-Southwick-Associates_1061-1.html 
 

09/01/08    Local Killings Near Record Rate 
Police Say More Handguns Used More Often 
    The numbers are alarming: Last year in Allegheny County, 
police investigated 120 murders, only five short of the record.  
Of those homicides, Pittsburgh Police investigated 79, the highest 
number in the city in 15 years.  
    More than 60 of those were committed with a firearm, which 
was 19 more than in 2007.  
   That has police concerned.  
   Pittsburgh police Cmdr. Tom Stangrecki said, "People are more 
apt to settle their differences or commit a robbery or use a 
firearm in a crime and we need to focus in on combating those 
illegal firearms."  
    Fatal shootings at or near bars in Pittsburgh nearly doubled 
from 2007 to 2008.  
    Stangrecki said police are working with the Nuisance Bar Task 
Force to close down those bars.  
     The number of unsolved murders was way up in 2008.  
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 In 2007, Pittsburgh police were able to solve about 70 percent of 
the homicides.  
    Last year, they solved about 50 percent.  
    A concern is that witnesses are becoming more and more 
reluctant to come forward, even with the offer of the Witness 
Protection Program.  
Stangrecki said that another key to lowering the murder rate is to 
aggressively investigate shootings that don't result in death, to 
work with the surviving victims to gain their cooperation and 
make arrests before a killing is committed in retaliation. 
http://www.wpxi.com/news/18440766/detail.html 
 

09/01/08    ATF offers $5,000 reward for Pa. handgun thieves 
   PHILADELPHIA - Federal agents are offering a $5,000 reward 
for information leading to the conviction of burglars who stole 19 
guns from a hunting goods store in Franklin County. 
   The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives says 
the burglary at the Keystone Country Store in Fort Loudon 
occurred just before 6 a.m. Tuesday. Sixteen handguns and three 
long guns were taken, the ATF said. 
   Anyone with information about the crime is asked to contact 
the ATF at 1-800-ATF-GUNS (1-800-283-4867) or the 
Pennsylvania State Police. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/wires/ap/news/state/pennsylvania/3
7276379.html 
 

09/01/07    Probe into Colts' Marvin Harrison ends 
   District Attorney Lynne M. Abraham announced yesterday that, 
because of uncooperative witnesses, she has ended a criminal 
probe of the shooting of a convicted felon by a gun owned by 
Indianapolis Colts wide receiver Marvin Harrison.  
   The reason, she said, was largely a lack of cooperation from 
Harrison and four others to resolve what she called their 
"multiple, mutually exclusive and inherently untrustworthy and 
false statements" in the April 29 incident. 
   "We're not foolish," Abraham said. "But knowing what 
happened and proving what happened are two different things." 
   "How do I prove my case?" Abraham added. "With these 
witnesses? I don't think so." 
   Harrison, 36, a football star at Roman Catholic High School 
and a record-setting wide receiver with the Colts, has denied 
being involved in the shooting outside his Chuckie's Garage at 
25th and Thompson Streets. In the incident, Dwight Dixon was 
wounded in the hand. 
   Harrison also has denied that the gun he has a permit to carry - 
an unusual Belgian-made 5.7mm pistol - was used or even fired 
since he bought it about two years ago, Abraham said. 
   "We're confident of our police ballistics report," Abraham said, 
referring to tests she said proved at least five shots fired on April 
29 came from Harrison's gun. 
  Neither Harrison nor his Philadelphia attorney, Daniel J. Hart, 
could be reached yesterday for comment. 
   NFL spokesman Greg Aiello said the league would not 
comment. 
   The Colts' president, Bill Polian, issued a statement that he was 
pleased with Abraham's decision: "We . . . defer to her ability to 
weigh the actual evidence. It would not be appropriate for us to 
have further comment at this time." 

   Abraham denied published reports that she delayed her 
announcement until after Saturday's game, in which the Colts 
were eliminated from the playoffs. 
   Abraham said the announcement was originally planned for 
around Christmas but scheduling conflicts forced postponement. 
  "To believe [I delayed the announcement] means I would have 
to know the outcome of the game before it happened," Abraham 
said. "I'm good, but I'm not that good." 
   Abraham said the only thing her investigators can do now is 
await the sworn depositions of Harrison, Dixon and others in a 
lawsuit filed by Dixon against Harrison seeking damages of 
$100,000. 
   Robert M. Gamburg, who filed the civil suit for Dixon in 
Philadelphia Common Pleas Court, could not be reached for 
comment. 
   Police have called the shooting the culmination of a feud that 
began two weeks earlier when Harrison refused to admit Dixon, 
32, to his bar, Playmakers, at 28th and Cambridge Streets. 
   Abraham provided new details of the shooting uncovered in the 
probe, which was led by Assistant District Attorney Christopher 
Diviny, chief of the major trials unit. 
   Abraham said Dixon tried to enter the bar with another man 
who was armed. Harrison told them he did not allow firearms in 
his bar and Dixon became angry "because he felt he was being 
disrespected," threatened Harrison and left, Abraham said. 
   On April 29, Abraham said, Dixon showed up across the street 
from Chuckie's Garage and started a fistfight with Harrison and 
Stanley McCray, who worked at Harrison's garage. 
   Bystanders broke up the fight before anyone was hurt, and 
Harrison and McCray returned to the garage. 
   But Dixon pressed on. Abraham said Dixon got into his Toyota 
truck, backed up to the garage entrance and threatened to kill 
Harrison and McCray. 
   At about 4:50 p.m., Abraham said, as Dixon drove away on 
Thompson toward 25th, a series of gunshots echoed around the 
intersection. 
   Five people were questioned by investigators, Abraham said, 
and she reviewed problems with their accounts: 
   Harrison. He denied having a gun that day and said he heard 
shots but did not see who was shooting. 
   He said his pistol was at his suburban home at the time, and he 
later surrendered it to police fully loaded. Police ballistics experts 
determined that five of six fired cartridge casings found at 25th 
and Thompson came from Harrison's gun. The remains of a sixth 
were "insufficient for comparison." 
    Dixon. Dixon has maintained that Harrison shot him. He is the 
only one charged - for giving false information to police. 
Abraham said he gave two identities and two stories about how 
he was shot: first by two armed robbers in West Philadelphia and 
then by two hooded strangers near Chuckie's.  
    Police found his truck, the rear window shot out and two spent 
9mm casings inside. Neither casing was fired by Harrison's gun, 
Abraham said, and no gun has been linked to Dixon. 
   Malcolm Poindexter. Poindexter was several feet from the 
shoot-out and told police his 2-year-old son Nasir was injured by 
flying glass.  
A   braham said Poindexter says he did not see who fired the 
shots and has since refused to speak with police.  
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  Robert Nixon. Three days after the shooting, Nixon, whom 
Abraham said was an associate of Dixon's, contacted police 
saying he was shot in the shoulder on April 29 at 25th and 
Thompson. 
   Nixon first told police he saw nothing and then described the 
fight involving Dixon, Harrison and McCray. Later, Nixon 
recanted and said he never saw anyone shoot on April 29. 
   The bullet remains lodged in Nixon's shoulder and so cannot be 
tested by ballisticians, Abraham said.  
   McCray. Abraham said McCray blamed Dixon for escalating 
the feud with Harrison. He said he saw Dixon with a gun on April 
29 - but did not see Dixon shoot. 
   Abraham said McCray insisted he did not see who fired a gun, 
refused to sign a statement or identify the man he said was Dixon.  
   Abraham said no one other than Dixon has been charged with 
lying to police because only he first gave a false name and then 
several false accounts of the shooting. 
   Abraham said she is willing to reopen the probe if new 
evidence develops, but she is not optimistic. 
  "At this point, we have nobody," Abraham said. "We don't have 
anybody who will say they saw anybody fire a gun at anyone." 
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/local/37193509.html 

 
09/01/06  For Middle-Class Pakistanis, a Gun Is a Must-Have 
Accessory  
With Kidnappings and Violence on the Rise, Demand for 
Weapons Permits Grows 
    LAHORE, Pakistan -- After escaping kidnappers who chained 
him to a bed for 25 days, Mohammad Javed Afridi pressed 
Pakistani law enforcement for swift justice. The police offered 
him something else: temporary permits for four automatic assault 
rifles. 
   Since Mr. Afridi's ordeal ended in mid-October, police in his 
hometown of Peshawar, in northwestern Pakistan, haven't made 
an arrest in his case. They raided the kidnappers' hide-out, but the 
captors got away, a senior Peshawar police official says. 
    So the cops allowed Mr. Afridi to arm himself against future 
abductions. The 35-year-old journalist now carries an AK-47 to 
work and back home to his wife and five children. Relatives 
rotate duty as his bodyguards. If his car is again stopped by 
armed men on a dark road, Mr. Afridi vows to shoot first. 
   "I'm not going through that again," he said in an interview in 
this city in northeastern Pakistan. 
    Guns have long been part of Pakistan's traditional culture, 
especially in the rugged northwestern part of the country. Handed 
down through generations, rifles have been used for hunting and 
for firing celebratory fusillades. Now, however, modern assault 
rifles and handguns have come into vogue among middle-class 
Pakistanis, and gun registration has jumped. 
   This proliferation reflects many urbanites' dwindling faith that 
the country's new civilian government can protect them. Over the 
past year, Pakistan has endured the assassination of popular 
political leader Benazir Bhutto, a spreading Islamist insurgency 
and the bombing of Islamabad's Marriott Hotel. November's 
deadly terror attacks in Mumbai, allegedly carried out by 10 
Pakistani militants trained here, further frayed nerves. 
     But more than heightened terrorist threats, many Pakistanis 
fear the surge in violent kidnappings, extortions and robberies 

that target those who look like they might have money. The 
11,758 murders recorded in the first 11 months of 2008 were the 
highest in Pakistan in at least a decade, say Islamabad police, 
who compile nationwide crime statistics. 
    "People buy weapons because they're insecure," said a senior 
Interior Ministry official. "No need denying it." 
    Arms licenses are issued by numerous Pakistani agencies. 
Local authorities and police hand out permits for weapons that 
can be used only within their states. The Interior Ministry 
licenses nonautomatic weapons that can be carried across borders 
between Pakistan's states. The prime minister's office gives 
clearance for automatic assault weapons that can be used 
throughout the country. 
     Firearm licenses issued by the Interior Ministry rose sharply in 
2008. Licenses for 12-gauge pump-action shotguns, used by 
private security guards and also duck hunters, more than doubled 
over 2007, according to ministry figures compiled through year's 
end. Over the same period, the ministry granted 47% more 
licenses for 30-bore pistols and 53% more for 9mm handguns. 
    The ministry's chief spokesman didn't respond to requests for 
comment about the surge in gun licenses. 
     Some middle-class Pakistanis have appealed to politicians for 
help in obtaining licenses. On a recent morning at the Interior 
Ministry's Arms License Issuance Center in Islamabad, a scrum 
of applicants waved papers in clerks' impassive faces. One man 
carried a letter from a member of Pakistan's National Assembly, 
the country's top lawmaking body, asking that officials facilitate 
shotgun and pistol licenses for nine of his supporters. 
     Others say the government isn't doing enough to get arms in 
the hands of those who need them. "Criminals don't have 
licenses, so why do we need to get a license?" asked Tariq Rana, 
who on a recent day was buying an illegal 12-gauge shotgun after 
he was robbed of his cellphone, watch and cash the night before. 
"I couldn't get an arms license because I don't know any 
politicians." 
    Many licensed arms are sold in the military city of Rawalpindi, 
a half hour outside Islamabad. Down the street from the city's 
Liaquat National Bagh -- the park where Pakistan's first prime 
minister was assassinated a half-century ago and where Ms. 
Bhutto was killed last December -- small arms shops, their walls 
lined with shotguns and long-barreled pistols, are scattered amid 
mom-and-pop stores. 
    "A gun can be your friend," said one gun-shopper, Sifarish 
Khan. A few years ago, the government clerk was shot in the 
hand by his brother-in-law after an argument. He shows off a scar 
in the webbing between his fingers. Having a gun, he says, is like 
having loyal defenders at his side. "More bullets, more friends," 
he says. 
    Weapons purchased legally in the Rawalpindi shops are 
typically 10 times as expensive as those readily available on the 
black market in Northwest Frontier Province and its capital, 
Peshawar, a historical hub for weapon smuggling from 
Afghanistan. But urban Pakistanis tend to shun the illegal arms 
bazaars in an area known for tribal codes, bandits and Islamic 
insurgents. 
     Islamabad-based lawyer Muhammad Ali Saif, who comes 
from the country's northwest, says he wants an assault rifle for 
protection when he goes home on visits. He's no stranger to 
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firearms. In the early 1980s, Mr. Saif says he was shot in the 
stomach fighting invading Soviet soldiers in Afghanistan. Mr. 
Saif has since publicly criticized his former Taliban comrades, 
however, and defended unpopular former President Pervez 
Musharraf in several court cases. The prominent lawyer says he 
won't feel secure until he's toting a weapon that matches those 
carried by potential assailants. 
     Mr. Saif submitted his AK-47 application to the prime 
minister's office eight months ago, and continues to wait for 
approval. He says the licensing process has become too 
politicized. "The AK-47 is a sign of privilege and prestige, which 
the government wants to confine to top-level officials," he said. 
    The prime minister's office didn't respond to requests for 
comment. 
Meanwhile, Mr. Afridi, the journalist, is trying to get over the 
kidnapping that spurred a desire to carry his own weapon. 
    On the evening of Sept. 24, Mr. Afridi was driving home from 
his job as a reporter for a national newspaper. On the road, a 
group of young men motioned him to stop his Toyota. When he 
didn't, they fired a bullet that went in the passenger-side window 
and exited near his head. Instinctively, he braked. The men piled 
into his car, he said, and pressed a pistol to his temple. 
    The gang took Mr. Afridi to an abandoned house outside of 
Peshawar. They demanded a $100,000 ransom from his family, 
but gradually reduced the price for his release. 
     As negotiations dragged on for weeks, his guards relaxed. 
They gave Mr. Afridi scissors to trim his moustache. Eventually, 
he used the scissors to pick the lock that chained him to his bed. 
On Oct. 18, Mr. Afridi escaped out a window, leaving clothing 
and a sleeping cap lumped in the bed to fool his guards. 
       Mr. Afridi determined where he was and telephoned for help 
-- not to police, but to heavily armed relatives. Guns and revenge, 
he notes, are both part of the Afridi clan's tribal culture. 
    Mr. Afridi later used a map from Google Earth to direct police 
to the hideout, but they failed to find his kidnappers there. The 
senior superintendent of police in Peshawar, Kashif Alam, said 
the suspects escaped to a neighboring tribal region beyond their 
jurisdiction. Treating the episode as "a special case," Mr. Alam 
added, police gave Mr. Afridi four one-year permits to carry 
assault weapons. 
    The licenses were sufficient to arm a few cousins and an uncle. 
Now when he goes out on interviews, Mr. Afridi says, at least 
one of his relatives waits in the car for him, a Kalashnikov on his 
lap. 
   His family already had the assault weapons, he said, so it was 
only a matter of receiving clearance to carry them. "I don't even 
like guns," Mr. Afridi said. But he added: "We've become targets. 
Every wealthy person in Pakistan is a target." 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123120431026355961.html 
   
08-12-28 Storage safes protect owners as well as guns 
  With the new year upon us, it is fitting that we talk about a good 
resolution for gun owners. Guns are a large part of my lifestyle, as they 
are for many midstaters, and I am a firm believer in the very old and 
very true axiom that guns, like cars, do not kill people.  
  But lawmakers -- rightfully -- want to reduce needless injury and death 
and, while they target the user of the tool in the case of drunk drivers, 
the tool seems to be easier to control when guns are concerned.  

   That's starting to change, but it seems like gun owners whose stolen 
firearm was used in a crime are the ones who have to worry about 
prosecution even though they did not pull the trigger.  
   Ever since a 15-year-old Harrisburg resident accidentally killed 
himself with an "unloaded" gun in 2006, I've been preaching that we 
gun owners have to become proactive in our storage habits or risk being 
named an accomplice to crimes committed with our firearms.  
    Then, in March, a 3-year-old carried a handgun past his father and 
other adults in the living room of his Upper Allen Twp. home en route 
to the kitchen, where he accidentally shot his mother.  
    In both cases, the firearm involved was stored in a manner that can 
only be referred to as irresponsible -- both guns obviously were loaded 
and, just as obviously, were not secured from other people.  
   Pennsylvania's lawmakers haven't overlooked such instances, either. 
We almost saw laws passed in 2008 that would have made us at least 
partially responsible for crimes committed with firearms that were stolen 
from us unless we notified the authorities within three days of the theft.  
   When was the last time you checked on the whereabouts of every 
firearm you own? Mine are all in one place, but I've honestly never 
opened my safe just to take inventory.  
  And say you do find that one has gone AWOL -- how are you going to 
know exactly when the theft occurred? To say that legislation like that is 
unrealistic is not a stretch, but we almost were saddled with it.  
   Just like cars, guns are only dangerous when they fall into the wrong 
hands. It's time we gun owners take measures to prevent that from 
happening. There is only one method of storage that a court cannot 
consider irresponsible -- a gun safe.  
  don't care how pretty that wooden gun cabinet in your den is, it won't 
do much to deter a would-be thief.  
    And if you have a gun stored in a drawer or under a mattress, you 
must not care much about your kids and you're making things way too 
easy for an intruder. Buy a gun safe and bolt it to the floor (and the wall, 
if possible). That way, no one can accuse you of not taking proper steps 
to store your firearms safely.  
   My current safe (the one in the photo) is 42 inches wide, 72 inches tall 
and 29 inches deep, weighs 1,250 pounds empty, is fire-rated for 75 
minutes at 1,200 degrees and cost $1,830. But a decent gun safe does 
not have to be that expensive.  
   My first one was 27 inches wide, 60 inches tall and 21 inches deep. It 
held about 20 guns, had an electronic lock like my newer one and was 
rated fire-resistant for 30 minutes in 1,200-degree heat. It came with a 
lifetime warranty that covered repairs or replacement to correct damage 
from fire, break-in or even attempted break-in, including shipping to and 
from the factory.  
   It weighed 550 pounds empty, and that same safe was available at the 
Eastern Sports & Outdoor Show last winter for $739.  
    Before you ask me why you should spend more than $700 on 
something that you can't even shoot, ask yourself how much an attorney 
to defend you when you are named an accomplice to a violent crime will 
set you back at $200 per hour.  
   Suddenly, that safe sounds like a good deal, doesn't it? Make secure 
gun storage your resolution and have a happy new year. 
http://www.pennlive.com/patriotnews/stories/index.ssf?/base/sports/123
035191123220.xml&coll=1 

 

Founding Fathers Intent: 
"Liberty must at all hazards be supported.  We have a right to it, 
derived from our Maker.  But if we had not, our fathers have 
earned and bought it for us, at the expense of their ease, their 
estates, their pleasure, and their blood." -- John Adams (A 

Dissertation on the Canon and Feudal Law, 1765) 

Reference: The Revolutionary Writings of John Adams, 
Thompson, ed. (28) 


